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Abstract

The aim of this work is to propose a state-of-the-art presentation of all that is needed
for the realization and use of a modern electron spectrometer. The discussion includes
practical guidelines accessible to non-specialists who wish to design their own instru
ment. The basic characteristics and the design principles of such devices are discussed,
with emphasis on the key component: the energy analyser. The main types of electro
static analysers are reviewed. Formulae, tables and graphs are presented for the
determination of their main features, in particular their energy resolution. The data
for the energy resolution are obtained from a general approach, for first- and second
order focusing analysers of any size or geometry and whose optical coefficients are
known. A figure of merit is proposed for their comparison and various optimization
criteria are discussed. Different electron-optical aspects dealing with the calibration
of analysers, the modes of operation for various types of measurements, and fringing
field shielding are also surveyed. An effort is made to recall the fundamental laws and
concepts of electron optics. A presentation is given of the basic data needed for the
choice and the design of a lens system suitable for the efficient transport of the electrons.
The case of electron monochromators is the object of a specific discussion. The last
part is a survey of the latest developments in the techniques of electron spectroscopy.
The section deals principally with multichannel detection techniques and the novel
types of analysers designed for that purpose.
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Design of electron spectrometers

1. Introduction

1623

For decades the electron has been used as a tool for the investigation of matter. In
some types of investigation it is used as a projectile to probe the atomic and molecular
structure and their related properties. In other cases, secondary electrons are produced
in a collision process and carry information on the atomic and scattering environment.
Electron spectroscopy involves interrogating these scattered or emitted electrons by
detecting and energy analysing them. Therefore the efficiency of the method mainly
relies on the sensitivity and the energy resolution of the electron spectrometer and the
proper design of its components.

What has made electrons successful as a tool is not only their strong interaction
with matter, but also the fact that experimentally they are rather easy to handle and
to detect. Indeed, simple lens and deflection systems are sufficient to determine their
angular and energy distribution. However, today's quest for ever greater sensitivity
demands careful design of electron spectrometers.

The aim of the present review is to propose a state-of-the-art presentation of the
elements needed for the construction and use of a modern electron spectrometer. The
discussion includes practical guidelines accessible to non-specialists who wish to design
their own instrument. In sections 2 and 3 the basic characteristics and the design
principles of electron spectrometers are discussed, 'withemphasis on the key component
of an electron spectrometer-the energy analyser.

Section 4 deals with electron-optical aspects such as the operation of the analyser
and its adaptation to the specific type of experiment. An effort is made to present the
basic data needed for the choice and design of a suitable electron lens system. The
case of electron monochromators is the object of a specific discussion. Finally, section
5 presents a discussion of the latest developments in the techniques of electron
spectroscopy, in particular multichannel detection techniques and the new types of
analysers designed for that purpose.

The subject of electron spectrometers has over the years been the object of many
articles and reviews (Afanasev and Yavor 1976, Roy and Carette 1977, Roy 1990,
BalIu 1980, Smith and Kevan 19R2, Ibach and Mills 1982, Granneman and Van der
Wiel 1983, Avery 1987, Kurepa 1987, Leckey 1987; and references therein). The present
contribution can be seen as an effort to remind, summarize and up-date the essential
data in a practical form, as well as providing a critical review of some recent significant
developments.

2. The characteristics of electron spectrometers

].1. The components of electron spectrometers

A schematic representation of the main components of an idealized apparatus for
electron spectroscopy is presented in figure 1. If the whole system is considered as the
spectrometer, it is evident that each component plays a specific role and must be
properly designed for a satisfactory performance of the instrument. Here the 'target'
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the main components of an idealized apparatus for
electron spectroscopy. The target here symbolizes a sample which can he solid or gaseous.

symbolizes a sample which can be solid. gaseous (beam or static type), or even liquid
in some rare applications. The excitation sources can be electromagnetic radiation in
the LV or x range (including synchroton radiation sources), and an electron beam
produced from a gun including electron lenses for beam transport and possibly an
electron monochromator when high-energy resolution is needed on the excitation side.
In some applications. an ion gun is used instead, for ion-induced phenomena.

Since the scattered or emitted electrons are basically the carriers of information,
it is evident that the heart of the electron spectrometer is the energy analyser, with its
attached electron optics and detector. That is why the present review deals with the
design of this key component and its coupling to other components through its optics.
But of course, the efficiency of an electron spectrometer also depends on the characteris
tics of the incident panicle beam. For a given technique, the sensitivity can be enhanced
if the incident beam is optimized with respect. for example, to the following characteris
tics: incidence energy and energy resolution, incidence direction and angular definition,
intensity and density of the bombarding beam. The potential in the region of the target
and the position and orientation of the latter relati ve to the analyser entrance (in the
case of a solid sample) also play an important role. It falls outside the scope of the
present review to discuss all these features relevant to the specific techniques of electron
spectroscopy. More data are given elsewhere r e.g. Roy and Carette 1977).

2.2. The principles (~f energy analysis

Basically. one can distinguish four principles which have been used in experimental
physics to achieve energy analysis of charged particles (Roy and Carette 1977). These
are the use of a resonant collision phenomenon, the measurement of the time of flight,
the retardation by a potential barrier and the dispersion in a deflecting field. Though
elegant. the first principle involves too many inherent limitations to be of practical
importance. Time-of-flight analysi , is used only in threshold photoelectron and co
incidence spectroscopy induced by synchroton radiation (e.g. Lablanquie et al 1985)
and will not be covered here due to its limited applicability.

The retarding potential (or field) analysis proceeds via the application of a potential
barrier in front of a collector so that only particles having energy higher than this
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barrier can be collected. This is the principle of a 'high-pass filter', which inherently
cannot offer a high signal-to-noise ratio. Due to its poor performances in high-resolution
measurements, it is not much exploited today except with the concentric grid device
used in low-energy electron diffraction (LEEO). The LEED optics is routinely utilized
as a medium-resolution energy analyser, mainly for Auger electron spectroscopy. These
instruments are generally commercial devices, not designed or built by users themselves.
Since that kind of set-up has not been the object of new developments during the last
decade, the reader is just referred to previous works (e.g. Roy and Carette 1977). Only
a few instruments combining multi-stage filters deserve to be mentioned (Huchital and
Rigden 1970, Staib 1972, Lee 1973), with some new hybrid multidetection spectrometers
discussed in section 5 of the present work.

In the fourth principle of energy analysis, the particles are dispersed by a deflecting
field according to their energy and a narrow energy band is filtered by a slit Cband-pass
filter'). This principle is by far the most widely used in electron spectroscopy and it
is continuously the object of improvements which, in combination with refinements
of the detection techniques, push further the limits of energy resolution and sensitivity.
Actually, in most of the applications, the deflecting field is electrostatic and we are
going to limit our review and analysis to that category of energy analysers.

2.3. MJar characterizes the efficiency of an electron spectrometer:

An electron spectrometer is essentially characterized by the transmission efficiency and
the energy resolution of its energy analyser. In some applications, the corresponding
characteristics of the excitation source have a direct effect on the global performance
of the analyser, as in the case of an electron energy loss spectrometer including a
monochromator for example, and they are then taken into account for a global
description.

The energy resolution of energy analysers is usually defined as the ratio ~E I Eo;
Eo is the energy at which the analyser is tuned, i.e. the pass energy of the main trajectory
within the analyser; .1£ is the full width at half maximum (FWH~1) of the transmission
function of the analyser, or of its response to the analysis of a monochromatic beam.
The ratio ~E/ Ell expresses the resolution in its relative form (sometimes given as a
percentage) ~ a particular value of the energy Eo corresponds to an absolute value of
the energy resolution. In the case of electron monochromators, the absolute energy
resolution normally designates the best attainable resolution. In calculations, it is often
easier to determine the base resolution ~EB 'l corresponding to the width of the
transmission function at the base. The prediction of energy resolution will be discussed
in section 3.

In electrostatic dispersion analysers, the pass energy Eo directly depends on the
potential difference ~ V applied between the capacitor electrodes causing the dispersing
field, through

(2.1)

where k: is the calibration factor, a function of the geometry and dimensions of the
device (see table ~ and section 4).

The transmission efficiencv is more difficult to characterize precisely. It is sometimes
described as the ratio of the output current to the input one, but that is not a good
standard since it depends on the energy distribution of the injected beam. In some
applications. the transmission T.1 of an analyser designates the entrance (or acceptance)
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solid angle n relative to 417. Probably more common is the luminosity or etendue
defined as the product of entrance area and solid angle. In the present work, we define
a bidimensional luminosity (Dube and Roy 1982) as the product of the entrance width
.lSI and the full angular acceptance 2Q'm of the anslyser, i.e.

(2.2)

Though neglecting the influence of the third dimension, this simple concept allows
us to link transmission and resolution and thus makes it possible to define a valuable
and practical figure of merit for comparing energy analysers (Wannberg et al 1976,
Dube et al 1981, Tremblay and Roy 1982, Roy 1990). L; can be considered as
proportional to the input current as long as no space-charge effect is concerned.

2.4. The main types 0.( energy analysers

2.4.1. Deflector type analvsers. As said before, the deflecting field in energy analysers
of modern electron spectroscopy is almost exclusively electrostatic. However, the case
of the trochoidal electron spectrometer, involving crossed electric and magnetic fields,
deserves to be mentioned (see Allan 1989, Cloutier and Sanche 1989, and references
therein ).

2.4.1.1. Toroidal deflector analysers. Electrostatic capacitors can be used as prisms for
the deflection and imaging of charged particles and their chromatic aberration is
exploited for energy dispersion. These sector type deflectors are mainly known in their
cylindrical and spherical versions but other types of curvature are possible. From a
more general point of view, this family of deflectors belongs to the toroidal type prisms
whose properties have been described by Wollnik (1967). Figure 2 illustrates the main
characteristics of a toroidal deflector.

TOROIDAL PRISM

o

CDA

Ro

," ',.
----R~->~\'~: '

....... '..

SDA

Figure 2. Schernati ..: rcpr e-entation or the main electrostatic deflector type analysers: the
127: c! Iindr ica1def ector I ( [).\ I, the 1xu <pherical deflector (S()A ) and the general toroidal
typc deflector I r 1>.\) pre-en ted ~~ a prism.
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Particular to this type of analyser is that the electrodes (and the equipotentials
produced) do not have the same curvature in the radial plane as in an axial plane.
Thus the surface of the main equipotential (in which occurs the main path) has curvature
radii of Ro in the radial plane and R~ in an axial plane. This results in astigmatism in
the imaging process of this prism (Ewald and Liebl 1955): an object 0 (located at ['
from the deflector), from which are issued rays with angular dispersion f3 along the z
direction and angular dispersion a in the radial plane, is imaged at two distinct points
I:: and t.. located at t; and 1;, respectively (figure 2).

The equations ruling the relationships between the lengths 1', 1" and the deflection
angle ~ of the sector are given in table 1, with the magnifications of the two images,
the energy dispersion in the radial plane and the condition for zero object and image
distances. In the case of the cylindrical deflector analyser (CDA), this condition results
in <P r == tr /12 == 127.3°with I: at infinity. As for the spherical deflector analyser (SDA),

one has <Pr == ¢: == tt == 1800 and coincidence of both images. Only the spherical case
gives double focusing for arbitrary sector angle and arbitrary combinations of l' and
l" (subject to the condition that the rules given in table 1 are obeyed). Some restricted
possibilities of double focusing also exist for curvature ratios 0 < R/ Rb < 0.4 and
1.6< Rj R~)< 2 (Wannberg et aI1976). The theory of toroidal prisms was also extended
to a geometry involving a variable ratio Ro/ R~ with d> (Toffoletto et at 1985, Leckey
1987, Hellings et al 1989~ see section 5).

Table I. Relations between i', l" and d> in the radial and axial planes for toroidal deflectors
with curvature radii of the main equipotential R'J and R;J, respectively, with the mag
nifications, the energy dispersion and the conditions for zero object and image distances.

Radial plane

(r-gr)(l~-gr)=f;

g, =(Ru/ p) cot pd>
i.=. n; r sin pel>
p = (2 - R,J R:l 2

M, =cos po - (pi; / R; I sin pd>
D = RliP- 2( 1- cos pc!;); I~p 1 sin pd>

condition for r::= I;' =0

or=;;"P

Axial plane

i l' - g;:,H l~ - g:) = f;
K: = R;,q cot qd>
[, == R;jq/ sin qd:
q = (Ro/ R;l)12

M, =cos q6 - tql" / Ra ) sin qd>

condition for l' = l~ = 0
d>: = tt, q

In table 1 are given the expressions of the components cr and ~: of the electric
field in the toroidal deflector (TDA), in first-order approximation, and that of the
potential V( r, r ) in second-order approximation (Wollnik 1967). The expression of
the calibration constant k = E ll / e~ V, equation (2.1)~ is also presented. ~R corresponds
to the electrode separation R: - R I and the coordinates u and r; to (r/ Ro) - 1 and
=/ Ru , respectively, while the factor f o designates the field necessary for the dynamical
equilibrium on the main path of radius R; (i.e. t'(I== 2£0/ eRu) where the potential is Vo·

2.4.1.2. Cvlindrical and spherical deflector analvsers. The specific cases of the 127
0

CDA

and 1800 ~[):\ were first studied by Hughes and Rojansky (1929) and Purcell (1938),
respectively ..As illustrated in figure 2, the object is delimited by the aperture .;lSI and
the exit aperture has the same size (.lS~ == .lSI) since the magnification is unity; both
are centred on the main radius Ru . The deflection of the electrons occurs under the
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Table 2. Expressions for the electric field, the potential. and the calibration constant
k = Ej e.i \/ for the main types of electrostatic analysers.

Analyser

type

CDA

SDA

PMAL
'

C:\1A":

S:\1:\r

Electric field, I

f r = for 1 - u(1+ q::1+ ... ]
f: = fo(t'q::+ ... )

t (r) = (.i VII n R::/ R I ) 1:' r
f( r) = (.i VR\ R::!1R)1/ r::

f =1 V' d
f(r)=(.iV,,'!n R::/R11Lr
f ( r 1= (.l VR I R::/ .i R )I r::

Potential. \'

V(r, .:);:..:: \;;\- /oR\![li-~U'::( I ~c/::)

~- ~t'::q:: T ... ]

V( r \ = VII - ( .i V ,IIn R::' R I \ In rr' RII

V( r ) = v;) - (.i VR\ R::/ R".iR)( 1- Ro / r)

V(y) = VI - y.i \' d

V( r).:.:: VI - (.i \:"In R:: R 1 ) In r . R1

\'( r) = VI - (.i \:R::/ j R)( 1 - RI . ' r)

Calibration constant, k

k = (~ In R::/ R1 ) I

k = RIR::/~R(\j,R

k = Zn/ ~d sin eo cos' flo

,,::.: KII/ln R) R

,,= R::/~.iR

J The field to in the deflectors corresponds to the field necessary for the dynamical equilibrium on the main
path of radius R p • for the electron of energy Ei: i.e. II) = 2£'" ek; = ~k1 V R11: for the TD,·\. one has

1,1::::::: j v.ss.
h The variables are given by u = (r ' R'l) - 1 and r = z R,..
L' In the mirror analysers, one has \'1 = \'", the latter corresponding to the potential or the entrance (or

object) region.

action of the field produced by the potential difference ~ V == V: - VI applied on the
electrodes.

The expressions of the electric field f ( r) and the potential V( r) for the CDA and
SDA are given in table 2. V(, is the value of the main equipotential of radius R; and
should correspond to the potential applied on the entrance and exit electrodes, In
most of the applications, the potential reference is chosen in order to have zero electron
energy where the potential is zero. Then the 'reference" electron has energy Eo == e ~~)

at the entrance of the deflector (monochromator or analyser) and this energy should
correspond to the pass energy through equation (2,1 ). i.e. Eo== ke1 V. The calibration
factor k (deduced from the condition of dynamic equilibrium on the main path) will
be discussed in subsection 4.1.1. The general expressions of k for the CDA and SD:\

are given in table 2. With these relations and using ~ V == El / ek, it is possible to simplify
further the expression of the potential in cylindrical and spherical deflectors.

In these deflectors. the electron trajectories exhibit some spread (~r in figure 2) at
their apogees that must be compatible with the electrode separation ~R == R~ - R 1 •

The spread ~r is mostly related to the angular divergence of the electron beam admitted
at the entrance..Asatisfactory expression can be deduced from the differential equations
of the trajectories in the deflector field (Delage and Carette 1971. Roy and Carette
1971 1. For the CD.·\. one has

..ir..:/RI,::::::[2a;1l1(~EB'EII):]1 :

and for the SD.~.

~ r; RI I :::::: 2[cr~l ;- ( ~ EH £1') ::JI .:

(2.31

where am is the maximum semi-angular divergence I figure 21 and ~EB,/ Eo the base
resolution of the analyser. An electrode separation (~R ) of about 2..ir is recommended
for a filling factor limited to approximately 5UOo,

The data for the prediction of the energy resolution of the (D:\ and S[)A are given
in section 3 with the design principles. The subject of fringing field shielding is discussed
in subsection 4.4. In view of the use of a rnultidetector at the exit of these deflectors,
it should be mentioned that the foci of electrons with different energies lie in the radial
plane coincident with the exit electrode.
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2.4.2. Mirror type analysers

2.4.2.1. The plane mirror analyser. While in deflector analysers the particles penetrate
into the field tangentially to the internal equipotentials, in the case of mirror analysers
they are reflected after oblique penetration through the equipotentials. As shown in
figure 3, the simplest version is the plane mirror analyser (PMA) which offers the greatest
simplicity of construction (Pierce 1949, Harrower 1955). The incidence direction eo
(generally 30° or 45°) is measured with respect to an horizontal line parallel to the
lower electrode; the characteristic length is Zo corresponding to the horizontal projec
tion of the main path and essentially the distance between the object 0 and image I
(of equal sizes LiS] and uS~, respectively) which are usually at symmetric positions
(d] and d:2) with respect to the lower electrode. The electrode separation is d.

The electric field in the P\1A is uniform. Consequently the potential V(y) follows
the simple relation given in table 2; the origin of the coordinate is taken at the level
of the lower plate. In all the mirrors shown in figure 3 one has V] = Vo, since the object
and image region,just out of the field, must be equipotential. The use of guard electrodes
at the ends of the capacitor is recommended and the potential distribution should
follow \/(y) in table 2.

For a given choice of eo, the condition of focusing for the P\1A depends on the
combination of d, and d, through (Green and Proca 1970)

d, + d:; = (4Eodj e~ V) cos 2eo sin: eo. (2.5)

CMA

SMA

Figure 3. Schematic rerre~t:ntation of the main electrostatic m!rror t~pe analysers: the
plane mirror l 1'\1.-\), the: cylindrical mirror rc \1.-\) and the: spherical mirror (S\1.-\).
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This is zero for 80 == 45° and thus 0 and I coincide with the lower plate. For eo == 30°,
one has d, + d~ == End/2e~ V == O.192Zo, considering the calibration factor k == Eo/ e~ V
of the PMA given in table 2. The choice of 80 == 30° is recommended because it offers
focusing with a higher degree (second order) and better overall efficiency than other
angles (see section 3),

The length Z; is given by

Z,> (d) +d~) cot 8()+ (2E nd/ e.1 V) sin 2eo . (2.6)

One has Z; == 2kd for eo == 45° and Z; == 2.598 kd for eo == 30°. The maximum penetration
of the beam into the field, 'with respect to the lower electrode of the mirror, is evaluated
through

Ym == kd sin' ern (2.7)

with 8m == eo + am (figure 3). This suggests that an electrode separation, d. of about 2Ym
should be quite adequate.

For the use of multiple detectors. it must be known that the foci for various values
of initial energy around Eo lie on a straight line starting at Z()/2 and making an angle
wwith the lower plate given by

(2.8)

In the case of 80 == 45c
• this 'focal' line coincides with the lower plate.

A special property of the analysers with second-order focusing, such as the 30°
P\1A. is to offer a constriction of the rays (so-called 'minimum trace width or 'least
confusion') before the image where the exit aperture can be placed for an improvement
of the performance (Proca and Green 1970.. Schmitz and Mehlhorn 1972). This least
confusion "focal' line follows

z == (d) - y) tan 28() cot: 8(l(1;- 2a~1)'

The full width .1: of the image along this line is given by

.1: == 6a~ kd.

(2.9)

(2.10)

This is about one quarter of the normal image size. The minimization of fringing field
effects in the apertures of the P\1A has been discussed by Proca and Riidinger (1973).
More data on the characteristics of the P\1A are given in sections 3 and 4.

2.4.2.2. The cylindrical mirror analyser. In the case of the cylindrical mirror analyser
(('\1A), the reflection occurs in the field caused by the potential difference ~ V == V) - V~

between two cylinders of radii R 1 and R:., as illustrated in figure 3 (Blauth 1957,
Zashkvara et al 1966l. This mirror offers a full 360c symmetry around the cylinder axis
which can be exploited for the improvement of 1urninosity and sensitivity. The positions
of the object and image (defined by the apertures ~Sl and ~S~, respectively), are
denoted d, and d~, respectively, with respect to the inner cylinder. Since the drift
spaces within the inner cylinder are equivalent and additive .. it is useful to define a
parameter d. such as

(2.11 )

The other symbols in figure 3 have the same meaning as in the case of the P\1:\.

The separation Z\I of the source 0 and its image I i~ given by r Aksela et at 1~70)

ZI' = d co t Hil i 2R 1 ( K II 7T ) I :: COS (1\1 exp( K 1,si n 01~ l erf K 1\ -' sin fJ 1I l ( 2.12 )

where K1 i = (E I I , e~ V) In R~I R] is related to the calibration equation (2.1), and erftv :
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is the error function given by

erf(x) = (2/k) fX exp( -I") dr,
o

1631

(2.13)

The maximum penetration (or apogee) of the beam into the field is given by

r; = R1 exp(K, sin' em) (2.14)

with em = eo + Q'm' The potential between the cylinders follows the equation given in
table 2 with V1 = ~) in order to keep the inner cylinder field free. The guard electrodes
should follow this potential distribution, thus allowing the analyser to be shortened
for better access to the object region (for the target) and the image one (for the detection
system). The expression of the calibration constant k = Eo/ e~ V is also given in
table 2.

With the object and image both on the axis (i.e. d = 2R I), the CMA can offer
first-order focusing for practically any 8()~ but for the specific case 80 = 42.3°, even the
second-order aberration term is zero and that is why this geometry is preferred. One
then has K()= 1.31 and Zo= 6.13 RI • Actually second-order focusing is possible for a
large range of eo, with the proper combination of d and Ko (Risley 1972). Thus some
room can be made available in the inner cylinder, with for example d = R1 , with the
following set of parameters: 80 =38.8°, Ko= 0.94 and Zo=3.60 R1 • The object and
image can even be at the inner cylinder level (d = 0) if first-order focusing is judged
satisfactory; the other parameters are then eo = 54.5° and Zo= 3.0 R1 for Ko= 1 (other
combinations with d = 0 are possible; see Pessa et al (1969)).

As in the case of the Prv1A, the CMA can exhibit a minimum trace width before the
image which offers some improvement in the luminosity-resolution compromise
(Hafner et aI1968). For the case 80 =42.3°Sar-EI (1970) proposed relations to determine
the height r~ above the axis (or above the position of the image I in the case d:z ~ R})
where the minimum trace width occurs, and its width ~z, as a function of Q m :

rc = 11.66 Rla~ sin 8m sin(6o- Q'm/2) (2.15)

~z =3.88 R]a~(3 sin 8m - sin eo)/ sin Bo. (2.16)

These two expressions reduce to r~ = 5.28 R1Q~ and ~z = 7.76 R]a~ for Q'm < 6° (Bishop
et al 1972/73). The reduction factor of the trace width is about 3 to 4. Aksela (1971)
showed that actually the minimum trace width may be equally well obtained at the
position of second-order focus by properly increasing the value of K«. On the other
hand Franzen and Taaffe (1980) analysed the possibility of cancelling the effects of
the angular aberrations by the addition of a cylindrical electrode between the two others.

The focal surface in the C~1A, where the images of different energies appear, is not
simply a line (or a cylinder) parallel to the symmetry axis. It is actually a cone centred
on the axis and cutting the inner cylinder (equivalent to 'what occurs in the PMA). For
the case d := 2R], and 80 = 42.3° quoted above, the focal line makes an angle of 13.5°
with the axis, and 19.5° for the case d = R I and 80 = 38.8° (Zashkvara and Ashimbaeva
1976). Wannberg (1973) proposed modification of the shape of the outer electrode (in
the d = 0 case) so as to bring the focal surface approximately in coincidence with the
surface of the inner cylinder; then a multidetection system could be used at this level.
A. gridded correcting device was proposed by Zashkvara and Ashirnbaeva (1976) to
achieve that correction close to the axis in the d = R I case.

The fringing field in the ('\1 r\ and its effects have been discussed in many works
(Bosi 1972, Renfro and Fischbeck 1975, Frank 1976, Vasina and Frank 1979), and the
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abundant literature on the C1\1..\ is covered in the review by Roy and Carette (1977).
More data are given in sections 3 and 4 of the present work.

2.4.2.3. The spherical mirror analyser. The third type of mirror is the lesser known
spherical mirror analyser (sl\1:\L first described by Sar-EI (1966), As shown in figure
3, in this case the object and image are symmetrically located on a diameter within a
hollow sphere. The imaging process is provided bv the field between two spherical
shells of radii R] and R~. Since the main path is normal to the reference diameter,
and given the symmetry of the set-up. the distance Z; is purely geometric and given by

(2.17)

where d>u is the entrance angle into the field region with respect to the centre of symmetry.
What is particular is that the image in this mirror is aberration free (exact focusing),

but it does not involve linear energy dispersion. However, energy separation occurs
at the intermediate focus point (F in figure .3): this is exploitable by positioning a baffle
at this level or truncating the mirror in a half-prism geometry. From that point of view,
Tremblay and Roy (1984) have extended Sar-El's theory for a source located anywhere
in the inner sphere (Yo above the diameter) and the exit aperture at F. The position
of F is given by

(2.18 )

where 6t- is its d> coordinate. which is simply 9(f in the normal case Yll = 0 illustrated
in figure 3. The focal line passing by F is strongly tilted with respect to the radial
direction; the tilt angle YF is given by YI =90c- Oil for an object with Yo = O. such as
in figure 3 (Tremblay and Roy 1984).

The recommended electrode separation .l R is about 2( r l_- R I)' The width of the
aperture at F must correspond to .\1~Sl ~ where in the case 01- = 90° the magnification
At is 1.73. 1.0 and 0.577 for 0(1 = 3(r:~ 45c and 60~. respectively (Tremblay and Roy
1984). Th us the optical properties and the performance depend on the choice of <hI)'
Any mu offers first-order focusing at F. but in the case of o.. = 30° the focusing is
actually of third order. This potentially means better performance, but the injection
through the inner sphere at such a grazing angle involves more sensitivity to the field
distortion in this area. For that reason. the choice o., =60:: could be more advisable.

The potential in the SDA follows the relation given in table 2. with VI = VI), where
V() is the potential of the entrance electrode and necessarily that of the field-free region
within the inner sphere. If the exit aperture is located at F. its potential should be
V( rl-l. The fringing field has been analysed by Bosi 11972 I. The calibration constant
k = Ed! e..iV is given in table 2. \lore data on the properties of the 5\1 .A are presented
in sections 3 and 4.

3. Design principles

3.1. The prediction (~f energy resolution

The best way to characterize an energy analyser is through the determination of its
transmission function, In principle one then has an exact measure of the intensity
distribution as a function of energy and consequently the energy resolution. Dube and
Roy (198~1. Iollowi ng the pioneering works of Hayward ( 11.)5) I and Rudd l 1(72). have
proposed a general ized analyt ic approach for the deterrni nation of the transmission
function T( E i or charged-particle energ, anulyscr-; Though bidimensional, this
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(3.1 )

(3.2)b = Ca~.

approach has allowed the determination of most of the significant characteristics related
to the performance of energy analysers. The main ones are the energy widths aEB and
/)"E, defined in subsection 2.3. The equations needed for the calculation of T(E) are
tabulated in a practical form in the article of Dube and Roy (1982).

Figures 4 and 5 present the values of dE / Eo and dEB/ Eo and their ratio obtained
by this method, for a large variety of analysers (considering types and dimensions)
thanks to a general parametrization. For a given type of analyser, one has to know its
optical dimensionless parameters (or coefficients) defined as follows: M, the mag
nification; C, the first non-zero angular aberration coefficient; n, the order of the
angular aberration (n = 2 for first-order focusing, n =3 for second-order focusing); D,
the energy dispersion. The parameters a and b take the entrance conditions into account
and are given by

a=~M~Sl/l(l

The widths or diameters of entrance and exit apertures are represented by ~SI and
~S:!, respectively, assuming ~S:! = M ~Sl , i.e. the width of the exit aperture equals the
size of the image of the entrance aperture, a condition which can be shown to yield
the optimum transmission (e.g. Rudd 1972,Dube 1981).The angle am is the half-angular
divergence of the beam admitted in the analyser (assuming uniform illumination of
the entrance) and 10 is the characteristic length of the latter. As shown in figures 2

0.4

0,3

o 6E 4
a~ ---.-.

3

Figure a. Widths of the transmission functions of energy analysers evaluated at the base
(~E Ii) and at half intensity (j, E l, and th.ei r ratio. for the case of.tlrst-orderf~cusing (n =,~ l.

Two of the curves are referred to the right-hand scale. t Data tram Dube and Roy 19~L.)
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0,3

0.2

0.1

n=3

Figure 5. Widths of the transmission functions of energy analysers evaluated at the base
(~EB) and at hal f intensity t.). E l. and their ratio. for the case of second-order focusing
In = 31. Two of the curves are referred to the right-hand scale. (Data from Dube and Roy

1982. ~

and 3, by convention I() corresponds to the radius R; of the main path in deflector
type analysers or to the distance Z; between the two apertures defining the object 0
and the image I in mirror type analysers, In the case of the spherical mirror, the radius
of the inner electrode R I is preferred.

Table 3 presents the optical coefficients and parameters of the most commonly used
energy analysers, described in the previous section. The data are also given for the
\1D.-\ (magnetic deflection analyser) and the \'ECD:\. The latter acronym designates the
variable energy cylindrical deflector analyser t with variable deceleration ratio y)

studied by Dube et al ( 1981 ). The data for the versions of the spherical mirror analyser
(5\1.-\) given here are relevant to its truncated geometry (Tremblay and Roy 1984) with
the exit aperture half way. at the intermediate focus where the energy dispersion of
the device is really effective (position F in figure 3). The parameter lor corresponds to
the length of the main path in each analyser.

The base energy resolution ~EH! EI ) can also be directly determined with a good
accuracy through a limited development of the equation of the electron trajectory
(Simpson 1967. Roy and Carette 1977, IJuh~ and Roy 19S2):

(3.3 )

This equation should be considered as valid for 11 ",:. 3. i.e. for analysers with focusing
of first and second orders. L sing it for an 11 --= -+ case would require the use of 1 instead
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Table 3. Coefficients for the optical properties of the most commonly used energy analysers.

Analyser type .M D C n 10 lop/fo

127.3°CDA 1 1.33 2 Ro rrjJ2
180°SDA 1 2 Ro tt

180°MDA 1 I Ro tr

45° PMA 1 1 z; 1.15
30° PMA 1 0.66 3.08 z; 1.09
42.3° CMA 1 0.914 2.53 z, 1.20

VECDA(y=2) 1.19 1.48 1.68 2 Ro 2.21
VECDA ('Y= 5) 1.43 2.15 2.07 Ro 2.18
VECDA ('Y = 10) 1.57 2.55 2.28 Ro 2.15
300

S M A 1.73 1.50 0.60 4 R1 1.96
45° SMA 1 1.71 1.71 R1 2.06
60° SMA 0.577 1.87 5.89 R1 2.08

of 2n
-

2 for the coefficient of the angular term (because of the even order); however,
the accuracy is then much less satisfactory, since other terms of aberrations should be
taken into account (Dube and Roy 1982).

To be strictly valid in three dimensions, equation (3.1) should also contain a term
of the form C=f3~ in order to take into account the effect of the out-of-plane f3 angle
divergence. The coefficient C= is zero for the space (double) focusing analysers SDA

and CMA (and for the SMA with a 1800 deflection) while its value is D for the other
devices which have no field component perpendicular to the main dispersion plane
(Roy and Carette 1977). Nevertheless the effect of the f3 divergence on the transmission
function is much smaller on the width at half intensity (Roy et al1971), and, in a well
designed device with C=f3 2

~ Ca~, it can be assumed to have a negligible effect on the
energy resolution ~E. It can then be taken for granted that bidimensional considerations
provide reliable guidelines.

The effective energy resolution, i.e. the width at half maximum, is much more
difficult to obtain through a simple general equation like (3.3). But from the expression
for the transmission function T( E) and its value at the maximum (Dube and Roy
1982)~ assuming ..iS2 = M ..is], one can obtain an expression for the width at half
intensity ..iEI Eo, for the range bI a ~ 2:;-n (Roy 1990):

..iE/ Eo = (2a + bj4)/ D.

In other terms, the energy resolution is given by

(3.4)

(3.5)(
.\1 j. S] Ca~) _I

~E/E = --+- D
o t., 4

and this is valid for both n =2 and n =3 cases, but only for the limited range specified
above. Rudd (1972) had proposed such a relation before, but only for the case of
first-order focusing (n =2) and unity magnification. Combining (3.3) and (3.4), the
ratio of the 1\\/0 resolutions is given by ..iEj..iEB = (8+ b/ a )/ (16+ 2

n
b/ a ).

3.l. Conditions for optimum luminosity

A way of introducing the definition of optimum conditions is to stan from the
bidimensional lurninositv Li; defined by equation (2.2), to which is proportional the
input current considered in the determination of transmission functions (Dube and
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Roy 1982), This luminosity can be expressed in terms of the optical coefficients and
the base resolution through the contribution of the entrance parameters to the trans
mission functions, yielding (Dube 1981, Roy 1990)

1(:·11) 1 1111 D1t"1 "(~E )1-+111
- PI! () B 3 6)

L" = (1 +p)I.1 "Mel" ~ ( .

where P11 = 211 -~ b] a is defined as the ratio of the angular term to the aperture term
contained in expression (3.3) for ~EBI Eo, still assuming ~S~ = M ~Sl' This expression
for L; can be interpreted as giving the intensity of the input current in the analyser
for a fixed resolution of ~EBI Eo, in relation to a given ratio hi a.

Deriving L; with respect to Pl1 at constant base resolution and equating to zero in
order to find the optimum ratio, one finds (P11 )()rt == 1I 11, corresponding to t b/ a )orr =
2~-- n/n. For the case of second-order focusing (n == 3), this proposition for an optimum
ratio P:. = 1/3 is new, But for a first-order focusing (n = 2) device, the value P~ = 1/2
is in agreement with the ratio proposed by many authors (Hayward 1953, Rudd 1972,
Polaschegg 1976.. Roy and Carette 1977, Poulin and Roy 1978),

Following equations (3.4) and (3.5), the energy resolution at the optimum condition
is then given by (Roy 1990)

(~E I £O)l)rr = (1 -1- 2! "/ n ),~1olSI/ 100 == (1 + 2'1 1 11 )Ca~/4D. (3.7)

Applying the optimum condition to .j Ep,/ Eo, equation (3.3 l, one can show that the
ratio of the resolutions is then given by (olE/olE B)orr=(2 1l+ n/ 2 )/ ( n + 1). For 11=2,
this gives (olE 1.1£B)orr = 0.417, in agreement with the value obtained by Hayward
(1953), but far from the often approximated value of 1/2. This condition corresponds
to the position of the dip in the curve of S E] ~EB' in figure 4, at b] a == 2. For n = 3,
one obtains (olE/olEH)nrr =0.406, corresponding to the position bla =2/3 in figure 5~

but no special feature appears at this place. except for a slight inflection.

3.3. Alternatire criteria [or optimization

As did Rudd (1972) and Polaschegg (1976), one can consider an alternative point of
view for the optimization: the maximization of some of the characteristics of the
transmission function, namely the maximum amplitude of the transmission function
( Tm .l\ ) or even the total transmitted intensity ( It) proportional to the area under the
curve T( E). Using the expressions given by Dube and Roy (1982 l for these characteris
tics as a function of the entrance parameters a and b. one can obtain the ratio b] a
yielding the optimization of these characteristics at a constant energy resolution (Roy,

to be published) ..-\11 these optimum conditions are summarized in table -+ for the

Table-t, Optimum ratio- l)f b u obtained from the maximization of different characteristics
J.t constant energy resolution IjE:!i E

"
JnJ S l: E;>, In each C:~L". the ratio ~E ~EH can

he evaluated through ~E: ~FH -c 1;-';~ h a! : Ih ~ :'j, LlI,

( nt cr io n

Fo rmul.u ron

o:' b (J

Ge ncr.r:

L, i.

\ '1' =' 11' I

T,

~j I \"\1l1'o-t

'" .~ r: ' 1 I

1.

st; i ,-'(In"t ~j t . 1.'(ln,,[

4 11

I

I ; .; ~
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(3.8)

various criteria of luminosity (L,,), maximum amplitude (Tma:J, and total intensity
(It). The criteria obtained at constant ilEB should be preferred because they impose
a more severe constraint on the shape and the symmetry of the transmission function.

It appears that, considering the cases obtained at constant ~EB, the optimum
conditions fall in the range 1~ hi a ~ 2 for n == 2 and 1/3 ~ b] a ~ 2/3 for n == 3. This
means that in fact there is some flexibility in the choice of the optimum conditions
and the choice can be guided by some aspects of the application. The case (b / a )oPt ==
24

-
n I n (maximization of the luminosity) involves a larger angular acceptance and a

slight tailing of the transmission function. This is adequate for cases where extreme
angular resolution is not required and where peaks contained in spectra do not exhibit
a large variation of amplitudes.

In applications where the peaks to be analysed must be very neat and symmetric
even at the base, as in H RE ELS where weak electron energy loss peaks appear very
close to the large elastic peak, then the case (b/ a )or t == 2~--n / n is recommended. This
is in agreement with the suggestion of Kuyatt and Simpson (1967) who proposed
keeping the angular contribution very low (the equivalent of b] a == 1) in order to
reduce the tailing of the lineshape. On the other hand, it is necessary to remember
that, in the case of n == 2 analysers, this tailing mostly appears on the high-energy side
of the transmission function. This affects the side of the energy gain peaks (with respect
to the elastic peak) in the energy loss spectrum, which has less consequence in most
of the applications.

3.4. Figure 0.( merit

For the sake of simplification, in what follows we are going to keep as an optimal
condition the most universal recommendation.. i.e. (b / a )or t == 24

- n / n obtained in sub
section 3.2 on the basis of the luminosity. Introducing the optimum value of p; in
equation (3.6) can give a convenient expression of iL; )or t which can be used to define
a figure of merit. Thus for the comparison of analysers of the same type, one may use
a figure of merit such as Qnx L,)(~EH/ EO)l~1 n~ giving

Q~ == loD-' ~I Mc l
2

Q_, == I(lD~ -'/ f\;IC I -'.

Actually these expressions of the figures of merit Q: and Q] would be the same
whatever the optimization criterion considered (L n , Tm~" or /t) since the dependence
on the optical parameters is the same in each case. If the analysers to be compared
have different geometries, the luminosity L; as well as the figure of merit Qr. can be
normalized .. using as a weighting factor the length of the optical path of each analyser
(Sar-EI 1970~ Tremblay and Roy 1981l~ i.e. L'I,/()r or Q')()r. Such a normalization is
equivalent to imposing the same size or bulkiness to analysers for the sake of com
parison. However, if one wants to compare analysers with different orders of focusing,
the fiaure of merit used must also involve the dependence on the energy resolution.
Preci;ely~ it is recommended to use a normalized luminosity L, defined as

(3.9)

which can be expressed in terms of the effective resolution ~E/ £(1 as well, yielding
(Roy 1990)

(3.10)
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The equivalent non-normalized optimum luminosity L, expressed in a relative form,
in terms of ~E / Eo, is then given by

Ll l.,» L~/op/l(). (3.11)

These two figures of merit have been calculated (Roy 1990) and are plotted in figure
6 as a function of j,E / Eo for the different energy analysers whose optical parameters
are given in table 3, with the exception of the spherical mirror analyser (SMA) with
30° entrance angle (Sar-El 1966, Tremblay and Roy 1984). This unique case exhibits
third-order focusing and consequently the theory used here cannot be considered as
valid since such low angular aberration makes prominent other mixed aberrations
(Tremblay and Roy 1984) which cannot be taken into account in this model. This
characteristic makes the 30° SMA potentially superior to the others but it is difficult to
quantify by how much the performance is enhanced in that case (see subsection 2.4.2.3).

Table 5 gives the rankings of the analysers according to the figures of merit plotted
in figure 6~ estimated at high (10--') and low (10-- 1

) energy resolutions. It appears that
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Figure 6. Plot of the tigure-, or merit L Iii arid L, ~~ ~ function or ~E Ell" The broken

lines correspond to the two 11 -" -' mirror ,.:a"e". analv ver-, number" 6 and ~. respectively.
In the C;'he or L !". the other curve- appear in thi- order t from the top to the bottom l: ~.

1':, III and 11 over lapping r, :". -, 3. 1.4. In the ca ... e of L .... , the order i.., 11':. 11 and l)

0\ erlappi ng J. :'\. I ~ and .. 0\ er larri ng I. -, l . -' The-.e number- refer to the ~tn~I: ... er- Ii-red
in table 3. The cor re-poridmg runking-, arc summarized in table 4. ( DJt~ from Rov i l)l)t) I.
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Table 5. Rankings of the various types of energy analysers, according to the figures of
merit Lt i; and L~ evaluated at energy resolution ~E I Eo of 10-- 3 and 10- 1

• The numbers
in parentheses refer to the data given in table 3.

L/ /0 L~

Rank ~E/ Eo= 10 -' ~E/ Eo= 10-- 1 ~E/ Eo=== 10-~ ~E/Eo=IO-1

SDA (2) SDA (2) C\1A (6) SMA (12)
2 S\1A (12) S\.1A (12) PMA (5) SMA(1)

C\1A (6) VECDA (9) S\.1A (12) VECDA (9)

4 VFCDA (9) SMA (11) S\.1A (111 VECDA (8)

S\.'IA (II} VECDA (81 VECDA (9) CMA (6)

6 VECDt\ (8) \'FCDA (7) VECDA (8) SDA(2)

7 VECDA (7) \1DA (3) SDA (2) P~"1A (4)

8 P\.1A (5) CDA(11 P\.fA (4) VECDA (7)

9 \fDA (3) (,\1A (6) VECDA (7J P\1A (5)

10 CDA (]) P\1A (4) CDA{]1 C[)A iI)

11 P\IA (4) P\1A (S) \fDA (3,) \-IDA (3)

the mirrors with n == 3 (i.e. CMA and 30° PMA) are more interesting at high resolution
and are given an advantage by their relatively short optical path (considering L~),

while the SDA appears penalized from this point of view. For users who do not really
mind about this factor, the SDA and 60° S~1A can be considered as excellent candidates.
The VECDA (Dube et al 1981) is promising but its efficiency is still to be demonstrated
experimentally. If one considers the advantage of space focusing for an increased
(three-dimensional) luminosity, the winner is the C\1A, given its capability to have a
large acceptance angle around a sample. Space focusing is also present in the SDA,

but this does not allow a substantial increase of the acceptance angle in this case.
However, the S\1As are certainly very good candidates, so far too much ignored,
provided the full 1800 deflection is achieved while keeping the energy selection at 90°
(F in figure 3).

In conclusion, it must be restated that no figure of merit can be considered as
absolute and the specific conditions of the application must be taken into account.
Given their simplicity of construction, the P\;1A and the COA can give full satisfaction
for many applications. On the other hand, figures of merit consider analysers from
quite an ideal point of view and the predicted superiority of some devices can be
directly affected by concrete factors as improper fringing field shielding for example
(see subsection 4.4).

4. Electron-optical aspects

4.1. Energy calibration and operalion of electron spectrometers

4.1.1. Energy calibration. With equation (~.1 )~ Ell = ke~ ~/~ one has the relation between
the pass energy Ell of an electrostatic energy analyser and the potential difference
~ V = VI - V=, applied between the electrodes. This is fundamental in the design and
the operation of an electron spectrometer. The calibration constant k is a function of
the geometry and the dimensions of the device. Its expression is given in table 6 for
the five main types of electrostatic analysers.
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Table 6. Expressions of the calibration constant k == Ell / e~ V for the main types of electro
static analysers with the conditions for direct energy reading (k = 1).

Conditions for direct energy reading

Analyser

type

Deflector CDA

SDA

Analyser

type

General expression

for k

General expression

for k.

With -vrnrnctric

r.idii'

R 1 ().-~~ R"
R: l.~~~ R.,
R, (),-6" R"

R: 1.~.'6 R"

(ieneLJ] condition'

With symmetric
potentials":'

R 1 O.7il> RI 1

R: l.~s.. RIJ

R
1

n.soRl 1

R: l.~.'~ R"

Mirror "\.1:\

C\1..\d

k -'- Zo' sd sin 1111 (0" ~ Ii"

k c.: K; In R: R:
/.;. -' R: ~')'R

d L"

R.~ R1

R: R j

I ~ ....111 1/" co- 1/" I

I\.
t'

;1 Rn = l R 1 + R::.) ~ or RI .= R(l ::: j. R ""l

h V:1 =( VI + V::.) / ~ 0 r V; = Vp :::: ~ \ '/ 2. with RI J -= i R I R::. II ::.1'0rt he ( '!).\ and R" -= ~ R1 R::. I ( R I -; R::. I 1'0rt he S J) A.

c With proper choice of the reference potential. one ha~ the potential \~,:;c F II c applied on the entrance

and exit electrodes.
J For the usual case of Hi l :::..:..l~.Y with second-order focusing. one has Kit -= 1..' 1.

The values of the involved dimensions may be chosen in order to have k == 1 and
direct reading of the pass energy from the applied potential difference (i.e. Ell == e..iV).
The table gives the general conditions for that. On the other hand. for deflector type
analysers, the application of this condition is compatible with the choice of symmetric
radii of the deflection electrodes with respect to R() (the radius of the main trajectory
on which the apertures are centred). or the choice of symmetric potentials with respect
to ~), the potential of the main equipotential. In the first case. this means that one
has Ro == (R} + R·J/2 or R1 == R; ~ ..iR/2 in addition to k == 1. For the condition of
symmetric potential, i.e. \~l == ( Vi T v~ )/' '2 or V, == \~I:1:..i V/2. the basic requirement on
the radii is R(J == (R 1R~)! ~ for the CDA and Rl 1 == 2R I R2/ ( R I + R~) for the SDA. Table
6 gives the combination of this requirement with the k == 1 condition. With proper
choice of the reference potential. one has the potential 'r~1 == El1 / e applied on the
entrance and exit electrodes. which applies also to the case of mirror type analysers
(with VI == v, L

The various aspects of the calibration of electron spectrometers have been analysed
by Poole et al (1973) and discussed by Ballu (1980), In summary. the kinetic energy
E~ of an electron emitted or scattered by a target is seen as E ~ by the analyser through

(4.1 )

where V;lf is the acceleration-retardation potential between the target and the analyser
areas, and ..i6 the difference between their respective work functions. The parameter
~d> can be determined by means of photoelectron lines, which are very narrow in the
gas phase of rare gases, or standard lines available in different spectroscopies. In
electron energy loss spectroscopy. the elastic peak normally provides a good reference,
as can some specific energy loss peaks as plasmon losses or the strong peak of an
electronic level in gas phase as He 21 Pat 21.21S eV. It can he wise to check the linearity
of the formula Ell = ke ~ V in the analyser bv making the rneusurernent at various pass
energies.

In the case of an electron monochromator, the parameter ~ e!> involves a combinat ion
of the thermal energy of the electrons. The whole i:'l often called 'contact potential".
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If the latter is represented by 8 v: one has

Eo = ke~ V == eVm + e8V

1641

(4.2)

if \1m corresponds to the actual potential of the monochromator entrance electrode
(and to the main equipotential in deflectors). Plotting Vm as a function of av (which
allows the transmission of the beam at different pass energies) yields BV by extrapola
tion at ~ V == O. This allows one to check the linearity of the law and the value of k,
which can be affected by a residual magnetic field and mechanical imprecision. By
this means, the absolute energy of the electron beam can be determined, and the same
procedure can be applied to the analyser for ~cb. A detailed procedure was described
by Sporken et al (1985) for a HREELS spectrometer. In any case, strongly energy
dependent physical phenomena (as resonances in gas phase) can be efficiently used
for such a calibration.

4.1.2. Measurement of energy resolution. In the measurement of the energy resolution
of an analyser or a monochromator by means of a device of the same type, as in the
case of an electron spectrometer combining an electron monochromator and an energy
analyser, the observed width j,Eo h , is given by (assuming Gaussian or quasi-triangular
functions)

(4.3)

where the subscripts m and a refer to the monochromator and analyser, respectively.
Plotting (j,EnhJ~ as a function of the square of one of the pass energies E~ allows the
determination of the actual resolution of each component (Tremblay et aJ 1989).

When the energy resolution of an energy analyser is determined by means of the
measurement of a standard line (as in xrs l presenting a natural width of a comparable
value ~ E" the same law holds and the resolution is given by ~Ea =
[( .lE\)hJ~ - (j,£J:r :.

4.1.3. Pre-deceleration in energy analysis. The principle of decelerating electrons before
their injection into an energy analyser is fundamental, given the fact that the absolute
energy resolution j,E is proportional to Ei.. the energy at which the analysis is carried
out. Thus, once an analyser is built, equation (3.3) or (3.5) takes the form

(4.4)

where c is a constant fixed by the choice of the entrance parameters and the dimensions
of the analyser. Therefore. analysing at low energy makes high resolution more easily
accessible, as long as the usual perturbations (space charge. residual magnetic field,
non-uniformity of surface potentials, etc) can be tolerated and as the electron optics
can compensate for the loss of brightness.

Helmer and Weichert ( 1968) showed that at constant energy resolution, operation
at low energy allows one to increase the area of the entrance aperture and the solid
angle of the analyser. and therefore to gain a substantial improvement of the
t tridimensional ) luminosity which by far compensates for the loss of brightness. As
pointed out hy Afanasev et al (1974), the demonstration of the degree of improvement
depends on the entrance parameters and the interpretation of their links to the
luminosity and the energy resolution of the analyser. This prevents the straightforward
generalization of the conclusion of Helmer and Weichert (1968) to any other instrument
since this dependence is practically specific to each set-up (see also Heddle 1971a).
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Thus there is no question that this improvement of luminosity is accessible, but it
must be considered within the concrete conditions of the application and within the
framework of the laws of electron optics. Its optimum exploitation requires the design
of an adequate electron lens system for the transport of the beam from the high-energy
side (the sample region) to the low-energy side (the analyser entrance), as will be
discussed in subsection 4.2.

4.1.4. Modes 0.( operation 0.( electron spectrometers

4.1.4.1. TIlebasic modes. Basically, two modes of energy analysis can be distinguished
(Roy and Carette 1977). In mode 1.. the constant relative-resolution mode (~E / Ei;>

const.), also called the constant acceleration-retardation mode ( Var := constant), the
electrons to be analysed enter the analyser with their characteristic energy (or an energy
decreased by a constant amount of deceleration L while the pass energy Eo of the
analyser is swept throughout the spectrum. In mode It the constant absolute-resolution
mode (~E :=const., or constant pass energy rnode l. the electrons are decelerated by a
variable amount so as to adapt their energy to the fixed energy Eo.

As discussed in previous works (e.g. Roy and Carette 1977), mode I has the
advantage of constant transmission between the target region and the analyser, which
can be desirable for quantitative measurements, with the drawback of the varying
resolution. Mode II is preferred for measurements at high energy resolution, but it
requires the use of a well designed electron lens system for an adequate control of the
transmission.

Schemes of the electrical connections of the power supplies are given in figure 7
for both modes, for deflector type and mirror type analysers. The potential difference
V~H:= Vt - Vd between the target region and the analyser is kept fixed in mode I and is
swept in mode II. The detector and its connections are also shown in one case (but
not repeated). Of course, more or less complex electron optical set-ups can take place
between the analyser and the target and! or the detector for a better transmission.

Ballu ( 1980) has presented energy diagrams showing the application of both modes.
These diagrams are reproduced with a rev; clarifications in figure 8 for mode I and
figure 9 for mode II. The schematized spectrometer can represent the set-up for electron
energy loss spectroscopy (LFLS), with solid or gas target as well, and also Auger
spectroscopy (AES) if abstraction is made of the monochromator which should be
replaced by a high-voltage electron gun. The figures show how the energy-selected
electron beam is accelerated to the target and how the energy distribution of the
reflected beam is analysed. The correction factor ~d) i~ neglected and one assumes for
the incident electron energy E: = E; ~ e VI' In the case of mode I (figure S1, for the
sake of simplification no acceleration or retardation is applied to the electrons ( V,If = O)~

the analysis is carried out by sweeping the pass energy E.,.I of the analyser throughout
the spectrum, i.e. V. l f and \/.1 are fixed, while EII,I and consequently S E; are varied by
means of the sweep of .l V.I' The kinetic energy E ~ := E~ - e V.lf is thus unchanged.

.As for mode II .figure 9 J, it is the energy distribution which is swept with respect
to the pass energy of the analyser. i.e. V'l and consequently \-1.lf and E~ are swept,
while, ~ V.: being fixed, j,E,1 and E,.. I are kept constant. In some applications, the ground
reference is rather applied on the target: the electrical interconnections are then
unchanged with respect to what is shown in figures 8 and 9. In some applications such
as H REELS, in which mode IJ is alway-; preferred, the sweep of V.

l f
is rather made by

means of an additional suppJy VI in series with V,I then kept fixed (figure 10). As seen
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MODE I MODE II
DEFLECTOR TYPE ANALYSER

TARGET! Ty Va
~Yt t

MIRROR TYPE ANALYSER

lAY6Va a

rr
TVa

T Yt VoI Yt

.f
Figure 7. Electrical connections in deflector and mirror type analysers, for energy analysis
with mode I and mode 11. The standard connections for the electron multiplier are shown
in one case.

seen in the following discussion, proper tuning of Va on the elastic peak (at VL = 0)
allows the direct reading of the energy loss with respect to the elastic peak.

4.1.4.2. The variants of the constant JE mode. Mode II, which is usually preferred for
high-resolution measurements, has many variants in its application to electron scattering
spectroscopies and electron emission spectroscopies. The diagram of figure 10 shows
the components of an electron spectrometer typical for the high-resolution electron
impact spectroscopies, such as electron scattering spectroscopy, electron induced
electron emission spectroscopy and HREELS. The incident electron energy E, is deter
mined by the potential \/1 applied on the target region, neglecting the correction e8'V:
The potential V;.t is normally set (with ~!L = 0) in order to detect the elastically scattered
electrons; since the tuning of the monochromator and the analyser is usually almost
symmetric, one has V.1 = \1m in the case of equivalent pass energies. The role of the
potential VL between the target and the analyser is to add the proper energy to the
inelastically scattered electron which has suffered an energy loss in the collision process;
this compensation allows it to reach the analyser with the proper energy to be transmit
ted and detected.

In the electron scattering process. the various energies are related by the equation

(4.5)

where the kinetic energy E... , corresponds to the residual energy E, after the electron
has suffered an energy loss £1.. The condition for the detection of an electron having
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MODE I
/',/ MONOCHROMATOR ANALYSE~

~/. TA~ET~ ~.1::f£ ~CATHODE I Vt vat"-
DETECTOR

INCIDENT BEAM REFLECTED BEAM

Cathode Monochromator Target Analyser

Figure 8. Energy diagrams showing the application of mode I. In this mode. ..iV
d

is swept
and consequently E"., and ~E.I vary while E ~ = E~ - e \'.1r is unchanged. The case shown
involves no acceleration or retardation of the electrons between the target and the analyser
I \'.H = Vr - \"1 = 0 i. I From Ballu 1980.1

a kinetic energy E~ in the target region is

(4.6)

with VL == ELI e. Depending on which potential is swept, different modes can be
distinguished and different types of phenomena or interactions can be observed (Comer
and Read 1972/73).

If the studied process is electron emission following autoionization, the kinetic
energy of the electrons to he detected is given by

l4.7)

where E* is the energy of the excited state and E, the energy of the final ion state:
Ei; must obey equation (4.6\ to enable the detection of the ejected electrons. In any
case the parameter E[ keeps its importance through the potential V1 which determines
the deceleration \/.I~ == Vt - VI -- \'.1 between the target region and the analyser, and then
the final energy E ~ in the analyser.

Thus one can summarize that the observation (i I of energy-dependent processes
must involve the sweep of E1 I i.e. V: I, t ii I of the energy loss spectrum, the sweep of
E1 (i.e. \/1 \, and (iii) of the electron ejection spectrum, the sweep of E~. The diagram
of figure 11 shows the various kinds of measurements accessible by means of three
different modes.
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MODE II

~~MONOCHROMATOR

tNm~// TARGET ~vmr iCATHODE IV
t

INCIDENT BEAM

ANALYSE~~

VafA--T~Va
DETECTOR L#

REFLECTED BEAM

---.---
I
I e

Cathode Monochromator Target

----l---

I~
I{

Analyser

Figure 9. Energy diagrams showing the application of mode 11. In this mode. ~I and
consequently V'.1f and E~ are swept, while Ed d and ~E.l stay constant. (From Ballu 1980.)

CAn-oDE MO\(X)-1FOAATOR TARGET ANAlYSER DETECTOR

(
.1\

~'J:-LvT - TV: Tv,
I i ~

)\
!

v.

Moce 1

I, E
~ l

,

l ~
t c ,

V' sweo:

Mode 2

;-------- E..

V. ana v:.. sweet

Mooe 3

E

Ell.

1-------- E;.

V! swept

Figure 10. Schcrn.r 01' t he elcctrica] connections of J standard electron spectrometer for
high-resolution electron impact -pectro-copies. According. to which voltages are swept,
three: pr incipal operation mode- rna) he distinguished, allowing various kinds of measure
merits I ~ee figure I I I. Such diugram-, h~i\ e .rlso been presented by Comer and Read 11972 ... ~)
and Ballu \ 1\.)~U I.
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I MODE 1 I

E
L

varies
V

L
swept

Ek varies

I MODE 2 I I MODE 3 I

EL canst.
VL fixed

~ varies

Figure II. Diagram showing the various kinds of measurements accessible by means of
the operation modes 1. ~ and 3. variants of the constant .1£ mode (mode I! l. These variants
are mainly used in gas-phase electron impact spectroscopy. involving electron scattering
or electron emission; but most of them can also be applied to surface analysis. See figure
10 for complementary details.

Mode 1 could be called the E( = constant mode. Only VL is swept and that is the
standard way to measure energy loss spectra and electron ejection spectra. Since both
EL and Ek vary (see figure 10), the two kinds of features can overlap if the kinetic
energies fall in the same range. There are two variants of mode 1a[lowing the separation
of the two kinds of features. Superimposing a low-frequency variation on V, during
the sweep of VL results in the spreading of E... , as given by equation (4.6), and the
emission features are smeared out in the energy loss spectrum. If the modulation is
applied on both V: and VL , then E[ is spread out and only the emission features
remain visible in the spectrum.

Mode 2 can be called the E; = constant mode or the mode with constant residual
energy (Er=consLl. By the simultaneous sweep of V[ and VI (figure 10), E, is kept
constant. This mode is used for the measurement of threshold spectra t with Er ~ 0)

and of energy loss spectra involving states excited with the same excess energy with
respect to their respective thresholds (En == E

J
- E* = Er), as shown in figure 11.

A variant of this mode has been proposed (Bass et at 1989) in order to eliminate the
effect of resonances (due to the fact that £1 is swept} without allowing the presence
of ejected features as in mode 1: £1 is swept in the opposite direction with respect to
EL , with a different threshold for each scan. That variant can be useful only in very
specific conditions.

Mode 3 is called the constant energy loss 1£[ == constant) mode. Only the incident
electron energy £1 t i.e. Vtl is swept while the energy loss is kept constant. This is the
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preferred mode for the study of resonances in electron collisions. In the case E; =0,
the scattered electron signal corresponds to the elastic scattering cross section
(da/dD)elaslic; at (J= 0°, transmission measurement can also be carried out (figure 11).
By setting the energy loss on a specific state (EL = E*), the excitation function of the
latter can be measured. Moreover, by choosing a fixed energy loss larger than the
ionization energy, one can measure spectra of ejected electrons following the autoioni
zation of states excited with the same excess energy; this energy is given by Ee x =
eVl - E J (Roy et al 1978).

For the application to the case of photoemission or photoelectron spectroscopy
(PES), the diagram of the electron spectrometer of figure 10 can be simplified since the
incident projectile is now' radiation at energy h». No specific supply is needed on the
target and the potential difference VI- Vl is replaced by Yare The kinetic energy of
the photoelectrons and the condition for their detection is simply given by

Ek=hv-Er=eVa r (4.8)

where E} corresponds to the energy of the ion state. As shown in figure 12, it is possible
to distinguish three modes A, B, C corresponding to modes 1, 2, 3, respectively. If one
assumes that hv corresponds to E; and E, to the energy loss Ev , the graphs showing
the variations of the involved energies in figure 10 can be used for the corresponding
modes in PES., except for the case of mode 1 where the rate of variation of £L and E;
must be inverted (due to the polarization of Var inverted with respect to Vl ) . Mode C

_____.- , v~

':= ==

~,;:.== :-::,.......

::"1: ...I

I~~.S·A"- ""

I S?:::~;:;,)..

i
I ~ ~n"\::: r-
1"'-'--- '"'

i E. '.'a" E:S
i _ .
It:: • XE:C

Figure 12. Electrical connection-, of an electron spectrometer for photoelectron t photo
emission I spectroscopy. The diagram sho« s the modes A. B and C. three variants of the
constant ~E mode .mode Ill, with the main kinds of measurements thus accessible.
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gives the possibility of measuring the partial photoionization cross section for a specific
ion state; accordingly this mode is called the constant ionic state (CIS) method.

4.2. Electron beam transport and lens design

4.2.1. The basicfeatures ofelectrostatic lenses. The efficiency of an electron spectrometer
requires an adequate coupling of its components, i.e. well designed electron lenses for
the transport of the electron beam to and/ or from the target. Electrostatic lenses are
then used to vary the energy of the electrons, when transported from one place to
another, and to control the parameters which characterize the beam.

In figure 13,one sees an example of an electrostatic lens composed of three cylinders
1, 2 and 3, of the same diameter o; at potentials V), V~ and V-" respectively. The
potentials are referred to a point where the electron has zero kinetic energy; this means
that at a distance Z) far from the reference plane REF (centre of the lens), the electron
has a kinetic energy equal to eV1 • The general electron ray at Z) is characterized by
the distance x) of the electron from the cylinder axis and the angle 8, of its trajectory
with the axis. In the equipotential region inside the first cylinder, the angle 8, does
not change, but x) varies linearly with Z). As the electron approaches the centre of
the lens, the electric field originating from the potential differences between the cylinders
deviates the electron path. After the electron has crossed the lens, in the region of
uniform potential inside cylinder 3, the electron emerges with a trajectory making an
angle 8~ with the cylinder axis and is at x~ 'with respect to the axis, at Z~ from the lens
centre.

r==

D~8,

~---21---"""'----~2-------1J

v,

Figure 13. A three-clement cylindrical len" taken J" In example for the definition of the
fOCJI lengths F 1 and F: and the principJI planes HI and H: in electrostatic lenses ..-' ray
starting at Xl from the axi- and \1, ith In ang le HI' Jt ZI from the reference plane REF. is
deviated hy the len" field and get-. the coordinate, x: and H: at Z:. The imaging process
i" also schernatized.

As with light optics, it is preferable to choose conditions where the electron path
parameters X~ and e~ at Z~ are linear functions of those at Z), i.e. XI and 81 • Then, it
is possible to define focal lengths for the lens. Unfortunatelv electrostatic lenses are
in general thick lenses, which means that the trajectory asymptotes do not cross at the
centre of the lens. Furthermore, if the potentials VI and V~ are different, the lens is
not symmetrical and the focal lengths are different on the two sides. The result is that
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the four lengths II., F I , [: and F"2 are needed to describe the lens (see figure 13). The
position and angle at an arbitrary distance Z: on the right-hand side of the lens can
be written in matri x notation as

G:) =Tz,_z,GJ
where the transfer matrix is given by

(4.9)

(4.10)T _ _ = _~ (Z"2 - F"2 (ZI - FI)(Z"2 - FJ -.rlf~)
ZI-+

Z
:, f: 1 ZI - F: .

The focal lengths can be evaluated from the solution of the electron trajectories if
the potential distribution inside the lens is known. The properties of two- and three
electrode lenses of planar or cylindrical symmetry, with simple but useful geometry,
can be found in the work of Harting and Read (1976). The lens properties were
calculated for accelerating lenses only, but these data can be easily used to derive
properties for decelerating lenses. For cylindrical lenses, see also the following referen
ces: Read et at (1971) (two cylinders), Adams and Read (1972a, b) (three cylinders,
the first paper describes the one-potential lens or einzel lens., i.e. V~ = V1 ., the second
the asymmetric voltage lens V'" ¥:- VI)' Martinez and Sancho (1983) studied the four
cylinder case.

In figure 13 is shown an object at ZI with its image at Z:. The image location Z2
is where the position does not depend on the initial angle 81; this occurs if the second
term of the first line in the transfer matrix vanishes, i.e.

(4.11 )

This is known as Newton's law, It is customary to write P and Q for the distance of
an object and its image, in place of ZI and Z: (which are general distances, not
necessarily related by an object-image relationship). In this case, the transfer matrix
(4.10) takes this simple form:

(4.12)

The ratio x: ! x] is defined as the magnification :\1~ and is equal to (F: - Q ),/1:. One
can check in figure 13 that this makes sense: it is also obvious from the figure that one
has

F~ - Q (,
~'1=---=-'-'-
. .t~ F 1 - r

The angular magnification m = ~H~ ~Hl is given by

F1-P /1
n2=--:=--.r F~ - Q"

(4.13)

(4.14)

The product of the angular and spatia) magnifications depends on the lens properties
and not on the object and image positions, It is given by Mm = Il/'/;.

The potentials applied on the electrodes determine the lengths .r1 , F],.t; and F: of
the lens. For a given position P of the object. the image position and the magnification
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are given by the equation (4.11) and (4.13). For example, figure 14presents a nomograph
showing the relationships between the object position at P and its image at Q, and
the magnification A1, for a three-element cylindrical lens with an accelerating voltage
ratio V:,I VI = 5.0, for different V~/ VI ratios (Harting and Read 1976). Only curves with
V~/ VI ~ 1 are shown. but one can construct similar curves with V~/ VI ~ 1. It is often
easier to use graphs such as this one than graphs of .fl' F] •. f-:. and F~ as functions of
voltage ratios.

4.2.2. Example 0.[lens design. As a specific example to show' how this nomograph can
be used, let us suppose that we have two circular apertures at a potential VI, with
widths wand p, separated by a distance Lo (figure 15)~ they define the electron beam
of energy eVI' We arbitrarily choose the window w as the object. Each point on the
object emits a beam with a pencil half-angle 8p . The mean angle, or beam angle,
depends on the position of the window but is at maximum equal to 8~. Suppose that
the window' is at p\\/ Do= 6.0 and that an image is desired at Qwl Do= 2.0; in this case,
assuming V~/ VI = 5.0, one can use the data of figure 14~ then this gives V-:.j VI =::: 7.6.
From the value of M, one sees that the image of the window will be w' =::: 0.35w. With
this value for V-:./ VI and if the pupil p on the object side is at a distance Prj Do=3.0,
its image will be located at Or/Do=::: 7.0 and magnified to p' =::: 2.3p. These results are
qualitatively drawn in figure 15 (not to scale).

Thus it is possible to adjust the strength of the lens through \i~/ VI in order to
choose the image position, once the object position and the accelerating ratio are set.
An important consequence is that it may be possible to scan the final beam energy
(v'~), while maintaining the object and image position fixed. It is obvious that the
V-:./ VI ratio has to be scanned too: figure 16 shows how V-:./ VI must be related to

V2/V,
,2.S

~'3.0
.. 3.S

-. ".0
- e.o

......... 8.0
-.;:y.~__~rt"--"l.::;::::--,~'-.;',',','7.0

,,~,', '8.0

I 1~~"~''''''lO.O
I I \\~ ....', "2.0

: \,~,' '''.0
I I , \. \ ....'7.0

'_ I , I , , I I I \ \

--:-_-:_-_- '::.__...: ::_":"":"':-' ':-:.......... ,,20.0
0.10.20." 0.8 1.0 '.8 toO3.0 .-.0 -..0 1..0 10.0 es,o

0.5

1.0

iO.O

PI Do A / Do =1.0 r-A.,
rLr-~;c;-G/ Do =0.1 ~ IL-.-

30.0 V3/V,= 5.0 V, V2 V3

0.5 1.0 10.0 30.0

Q/Do
Figure 14. \.oml)gr~lph "hov. mg th e relation between an object J[ distance P from the
centre of the len-, and it'> co njug ate image Q. ~" ~l function of"the voltage ratio \'> VI' for
~ thrce-vvlinder al'c~kr;,iting len-. The mugnific.uior, .\1 i" also given. i From Harting and
Read 1l)76 I
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----.....------ Qp

v, TP-
DO I

I

REF

Pp ~

Figure 15. Schematic representation of two apertures in a field-free region used to define
the beam parameters. At the window w.each point emits a pencil of rays with half divergence
Or with a maximum median half-angle Rh . These angles are defined by the pupil p. On the
image side, the images w' and r' of the apertures are shown.

P/Do = 6.0

0/00 = 2.0

0.1

Figure 16. Example of 3 zoom lens curve for the cylindrical lens whose characteristics are
shown in figure 14. This gives the potential to be applied on the second element as a
function of the accelerating ratio \\ J V, for fixed object and image positions. I Data from
Harting and Read 1976.1

V,j VI in order that the object and image positions remain fixed. However, the mag
nification is not constant. This type of lens is called a zoom lens in analogy with light
optics.

It can be seen in figure 16 that for a given V,~/ VI ratio there are in general 1\vO
values of \/2/ VI that give the desired object and image positions. Thus there are 1\VO

branches in the V2 / VI relation with V,;/ VI ~ one is called the high branch (corresponding
roughly to V2/ \/( ? 1)and the other the low branch ( V2/ VI~ 1).Also, with three-element
zoom lenses. it is generally not possible to have accelerating ratios much larger than
10 and decelerating ratios smaller than 0.1. In order to cover a wider range while
keeping (he object and image positions fixed, it is preferable to use a combination of
lenses with two or three elements.

In general, for each additional requirement set on the beam parameters, at least
one more degree of freedom is necessary on the electron optics. For instance, if one
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wants to scan the final beam energy while maintaining the object and image positions
fixed, and also the spatial magnification M constant. one needs a four-element lens
(Martinez et al 1983. Kurepa et al 1974).

4.2.3. The effects 0.( aberrations. Gaussian optics is a first-order approximation. In
general. there are aberrations and their effects are more severe than in light optics. At
the Gaussian image of an object. the position of rays is independent of the initial
angle. to the first order. The higher-order terms cannot always be neglected. For
instance, in figure 17 we see that the image of a point object on the axis is enlarged
to a radius ~x, given by (Harting and Read 1976)

(4.15)

where M is the magnification and Ho , the maximum half-angle of the rays issued from
the object. C.. is called the third-order spherical aberration coefficient: it is dependent
on the object position .. and hence the image distance or the magnification M. Values
of this coefficient can be found for the simple two- and three-element lenses of axial
and planar symmetry in the work of Harting and Read (1976). As can be seen in the
figure.. the smallest size of the image disc is located somewhere before the plane of
the Gaussian image plane. This disc of least confusion of the trajectories reduces the
aberration spot size by a factor of four (Brunt and Read 1975),

I

V1 V2 : V3
I

~X

I
I
I
I
I I

I I I

I I I

I~ P ~: .. Q
I•

I

REF

Figure 17. Schematic rcpre-c ntution of the -phericu: aberration of the image of a point
object. The image j" enlarged to a r~idiu...,~.\ in the Gau-vian image plane. in front of which
the r~1~" exhibit J di-e of kJ"t cornu-ion.

Although the spherical aberration coefficient is expressed in terms of the angle H
l l

,

a more important parameter is the tIlling factor TJ. which is defined for einzel and
accelerating lenses as the fraction of the lens filled at the reference plane (centre of
the lens l by linearly extrapolating the rays. For decelerating lenses. the extrapolated
trajectories are those on the image side. It is then found that the increased radius ~x

of the image is proportional to 77 ~. L sually, when the filling factor is larger than 50-55~/~,

the aberrations increase rapidly with the tilling factor and higher-order terms begin to
be important. This means that the lens diameter should not be used to define apertures
for the beam.
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For objects that are not on the axis, other aberration coefficients must be considered:
astigmatism, field curvature, coma and distorsion and higher-order aberrations. It is
found that the effect of all other aberrations is of the same order as the spherical
aberration and equation (4.15) can thus be used to evaluate this effect (Brunt and
Read 1975).

While combining several independent lenses, one must be careful that the separation
between the lenses is sufficient to keep them really independent. If they are stacked
too close, the electric fields inside the lenses overlap and the focal properties are
modified. In order to choose the minimal distance between two lenses, it is wise to
verify at which distance from the lens centre the potential distribution on the axis can
be considered uniform. Graphs of potential distributions can be found (Harting and
Read 1976) for the geometry usually considered. For instance, for three-element
cylindrical lenses, the potential on the axis can be considered uniform at distances
larger than 1.5Do from the lens centre.

Strictly speaking, two cylindrical lenses can be considered independent only if the
spacing between them is at least three times their diameter. The smaller the distance,
the less independent the lens properties will be. Also, defining apertures put at distances
within 1.5Do will be immersed in an electric field and unwanted lens effects can be
expected in the aperture itself. If the field is small, the perturbations on the focal
lengths and the spherical aberrations remain small (Barton and Allison 1988).

Choosing the appropriate combination of electrostatic lenses for a given application
can be difficult if many requirements are put on the electron beam, or if there are
severe limitations of space. If one wants to draw inspiration from well proven lens
systems described in the literature, we can recommend the four-element lens investi
gated by Kurepa et al (1974)., and the afocal five-element lens system proposed by
Heddle (Heddle 1971 b, Heddle and Papadovassilakis 1984). Kurepa (1987) has recently
reviewed the latest developments dealing with multi-element electrostatic lenses.

4.2.4, Matching components in an electron spectrometer. .An important relation in elec
tron optics is the Helmholtz-Lagrange theorem, which says that between two points
(1 and .2) where current is conserved and where there are no energy dispersing devices,
the energy E, the linear section ..ix and the angle ..i8 of the trajectories crossing this
section are related by (Kuyatt 1967. Kuyatt and Simpson 1967. Simpson 1967)

(4.16)

No imaging is assumed. In the special case where there is an object and image
relationship, one has :.\1 == ~x:/ ..ix 1 and 112! = ..ig:/~el' It is important to note that
..i8 1_: are the pencil angles and not the beam angles. If we define the brightness as the
current per unit area, per unit solid angle, B == dl/d.4dD, we find from equation (4.16)
that the brightness divided by the energy is conserved along the electron path, i.e.
B L / £1 = B: E:. These laws rule the matching of the conditions of each part of the
electron spectrometer. as in the case of the electron source versus the monochromator
or the target, or the target versus the monochromator and/ or the analyser.

Let us summarize the procedure for a simple case. Once one has determined the
appropriate energy resolution ~E. £1) of an analyser and its size ti.e. its characteristic
length Ill). the optimization criterion i i.e. the ratio hi a) allows the determination of
the entrance parameters (lll~ and ..iS l through relation (3.4) or (3.5), given the definitions
of a and b (equations (3.1) and (3.2)). If the chosen optimum ratio is bia ==2':-11 /!1.

then the entrance parameters are directly given by equation (3.7).
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Considering an acceleration from the analyser to the target. the entrance parameters
am and ~Sl can be assimilated to .leI and 2..lx, ~ respectively. with £:'1':':= Eo.l , On the
target side, one defines a probed solid angle and area, which can he expressed in terms
of ~et and ~Xt~ to be kept constant throughout the measurement of the energy spectrum
involving variable kinetic energies E, in a more or less large range. The Helmholtz
Lagrange law, either in the form of equation (4.16) or in that of Abhe-Hclrnholtz sine
law (more accurate for large 8)

v'E;sin e1 == M "I E-:. sin 8: (4.17)

tells how the conditions of t\VO regions are related. Fixed conditions on hoth sides
require the use of two lenses in series (or a four-element lens, as suggested before).
The right-hand side of equation (4.17) gives the conditions in the intermediary region
of the lens system. For a given type of lens, data such as those of figures 14 and 16

allow one to determine the potentials yielding the proper magnifications to he combined
in order to get the required matching between the target and the analyser. For accurate
definition of the object and/or the image characteristics, windows and pupils can be
added in the appropriate places. as shown in figure 15 and discussed above, keeping
the filling factor around 50~~ (see subsection 4.3.3 for the \\'ay to obtain a beam with
zero beam angle and uniform illumination at the analyser entrance). The positioning
of pairs of deflectors in field-free regions may finally provide the user with the best
control possible.

Brunt et al (1977) have briefly presented a multiple lens system. including sets of
deflectors to correct minor misalignments (see also Chutjian 1979 and Avery 19871.
A specific example of lens design is also given by Moore et al (19~3). About the
coupling of the analyser to the target, relevant discussions have been presented by

Plummer (1980) and Smith and Kevan (198~) in relation with applications using
synchrotron radiation.

4.3, Considerations for electron monochromators

4.3.1. Thermoemission and electron guns. In most of the application- of electron spec
troscopy using electrons as projectiles. a thermionic cathode is used for the production
of the electron beam. It then exhibits Maxwell energy distribution whose half-maximum
width ~Ek is given in eV by (Simpson 1967)

.lEk==2.54k BT (4.1S1

where kB is the Boltzmann constant ( 11 600 l e v K I) and T, the cathode temperature
(in K). In practice this means an energy resolution in the range O.3-(J.o e v, with possibly
additional energy spreads depending on the beam density arid the encruv. This is
satisfactory for many applications in which the in\'estigate·d phenomena ju-t require
low" energy resolution or are independent of the energy distrihution of the bombarding
particles (as in ALS for example}.

For these cases. standard designs of electron guns have been described in the
literature and can be used as such with confidence. For the low-cncruv ranue. Simnvon
and Kuyatt (1963) have proposed a low-divergence electron gun "'~tlil'i~"'nt down to
30 eV, giving ~: convergence at ~ J.l.;\ ina 1 mm spot at this cne rgv. Ot her inte resti ng.
designs are available for various purposes (Harting and Burrow ~ 19i () , Brunt t'! al

1977, Chutjian 19791. For the :'00-5000 eV range, the classic electron uun for cathode
ray tube is probably the most common model ~Simpson I l)67 I, An l'\~~rnple or -implc
gun design has been presented hy Moore et at l I \)X31.
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4.3.2. Space-charge limitations and monochromator design. On the other hand, many
applications of electron spectroscopy require a projectile electron beam with a narrow
energy distribution and therefore the use of an adequate electron monochromator
yielding the best compromise current-resolution. Basically electron monochromators
are energy anaJysers (operated in a fixed condition mode) and the design principles
outlined above for analysers apply to them. But additional aspects are involved in
their design and operation: the search of the best compromise current-resolution leads
to conditions where space-charge effects, due to Coulomb repulsion between electrons,
become involved and impose severe limits on the entrance side. The SDA and CDA

deflectors are generally preferred as monochromators, while the mirror type dispersers
seem to be more sensitive to space-charge effects (Ibach and Mills 1982).

Figure 18 gives a schematic representation of space-charge repulsion in a cylindri
cally symmetric beam. The preceding optics tends to drive the beam in such a way
that it would converge before the distance z in the absence of space-charge repulsion
(Read et aI1974). Considering the maximum current which can be transmitted in such
a volume (defined by a cylinder), the maximum current thus available for injection
into a monochromator has been approximated by (Kuyatt and Simpson 1967, following
Pierce 1949)

(4.19)

where I m a \ is in A and the electron energy in eVe am designates the angle made by the
broken line with the axis in figure 18 (in this model, one should have r:::(min) = r 1/ 2.35,
with r, corresponding to the half width of the collimator defining am (see Roy and
Carette 1977)).

r,

•

Figure 18. Schematic representation of space-charge repulsion in a cylindrical symmetric

beam. I From Read et al 197~.l

If one relates am and r::(min) to the entrance parameters of the monochromator
determined through the optimum conditions (i.e. the choice of the optimum ratio b] Q,

see subsections 3.2 and 3.3), equation (3.4) or (3.5) allows us to express lm.!\ in terms
of the energy resolution ~E. Considering a simple attenuation of this current in the
proportion of the ratio .)E/ S E; for the passage in the monochromator (Kuyatt and
Simpson 1967). it can be shown that the maximum current l ; transmitted by the
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monochromator is proportional to the energy resolution to the power 5/2 (see, for
example, Kurepa (1987) and Roy (1990)), i.e.

Im= Imax~E/~E~cC(~E)~ ~ (4.20)

using the basic property of energy analysers ~E = cEo, equation (4.4).
The numerical part of the proportionality factor in equation (4.20) is not thought

to give reliable absolute values for the current Jm • given the simplicity of the model,
but it is worthwhile to mention that it involves the factor (D/ C)~ 11, showing the
importance of these optical parameters (Roy 1990), Moreover the (~E)" 2 dependence
has been derived in numerous studies t Kuyatt and Simpson 1967, Read et of 1974,
Poulin and Roy 1978, Froitzheirn 1984), and is in good agreement with data from
various experiments (Kurepa 1987), Ibach and Mills (19S2) have proposed a (~E)~

dependence.
The model here given has long heen used as a simple guideline for the design of

electron monochromators. Its first limitation is its accuracy. Together with an improved
approach, a better and more general relation for the current 1111,1\ was proposed by
Read et al (1974):

(4.21 )

which is accurate to :!:20~'~ in the range O.04~ r: r l ~ 1.0. Here r: must be understood
as the increase of the spot size due to space charge (figure 18), If the lens system
between the cathode and the monochromator entrance is designed to give an object
of radius r., at the level of the latter. then the entrance aperture (\'irtual or real) should
be adapted to that combination, i.e.

(4.22)

(4.23 )

Strictly speaking, r. is the radius of the lens multiplied by its filling factor: it could be
assimilated to the half width of an aperture defining Q m = rf z, with z being the distance
to the entrance. This angle can be identified as the pencil angle at the entrance if the
lens is designed in such a way that the beam angle is zero, as discussed hereafter.

According to Read et al l1974l. considering the filtering effect of the collimator,
the transmitted intensity is given hy

_ ~E,((E,kIlTlnr!-E, kIJI')
l.; -- Im,lx 1. T

t\B l-exp(-E, kBTl

where E,: is the electron energy at the collimator and T the effective cathode temperature.
The factor contained in the brackets i~ flj:\ for F, = kf{T, in good agreement with that
given in equation (4.~O l.

The model presented so far deals with JX!JIly symmetric beams and circular
apertures (figure 18!. But it is directly applicable to beams of rectangular cross section.
Read (1974) has shown that the maximum current for a ribbon beam is then given by

(·t~4)

where Y: and Y.' are equivalent to T: and T: (figure 1~ I. respe ctivelv. The attenuation
factor, equivalent to that contained in the brackets of equation (4.231. is 0,5 for E, ~ kH T
in the rectangular shape case. Read (1(,)74) has shown that the space-charge limitations
are not different in beams of rectangular ero-s ~e\.... tion and that the maximum current
density is approximately the same fur doubly Iocu-cd rectangular beams, for ~ingly
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focused ribbon beams and for axially symmetric beams. But the two types of rectangular
beams can give higher total currents than the equivalent axial beam since they have a
larger area.

That is why the CDA is used as a monochromator as commonly as the SDA, in spite
of its lack of axial focusing. In that respect, it would be interesting to consider testing
the cylindrical deflector in its version with spiral curvature electrodes (Tremblay and
Roy 1982., Ioanoviciu 1982) and also the VECDA, the version with variable pass energy
allowing electron injection at higher energy (Dube et al 1981).

More recently other studies have been presented by Ibach and Mills (1982) and
Froitzheim (1984), dealing mainly with the cylindrical deflector as monochromator.
While the former authors assume that the space charge is active within the mono
chromator and affects the beam divergence, the latter considers that its influence is
restricted to the area in front of the entrance and that there is no effect on the
electron-optical conditions of the monochromator. This point of view supports our
recommendation to consider, in a first step, the monochromator as an analyser and to
design it according to the principles presented in section 3 of the present review, and
then to arrange the electron gun and the optical system before the monochromator for
the best compatibility with the space-charge limitations.

4.3.3. Design 0.[the associated optics. \Ve present two propositions for a lens system
coupling the cathode and the monochromator. Figure 19 shows a schematic representa
tion (not to scale) of the simple system which has been used for a long time by the
Laval groups (Roy et al 1975'1 Adnot and Carette 1978'1 Tremblay et aI1989). Basically,
it is a three-electrode zoom lens (Harting and Read 1976) operated in a deceleration
mode: depending on whether the apertures are slits or holes, the set-up can be used
for C DA or SDA. While the image is produced at low energy in the monochromator
entrance, extraction from the cathode is achieved at higher energy by means of the
repeller (r) and the anode (a). The collimator is determined by the pupil (p) and the
window (w ); the latter corresponds to the entrance aperture of width ~S 1 while the
former is located far enough from L:, (see figure 15). Sets of deflectors can be placed
in field-free regions as illustrated, with extra pairs out of plane (not shown); their
mean potential should be equal to that of the region in order to minimize the perturba-

I~
w

Figure 19. Schematic repre-cntation of a simple lens system for an electron gun coupled
to an elctron monochromator I not to scale I. The object is defined by means of the anode
a in front of the (Jthode. The len- i~ J three-electrode zoom aperture lens and the divergence

on the image side j~ defined h~ the pupil p and the window w.
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tions. An ideal operation requires V;I = VI and "V, = Vr = Vw = \~). The electron trajec
tories extrapolated from the entrance aperture through the pupil up to the lens centre
(L

2
) should not fill the lens above 50%., so as to avoid excessive aberrations and current

loss. Ibach's group uses a simple and more compact electron gun (Froitzheirn et al1975).
The weak feature of the simple lens system shown in figure 19 is that, since the

collimator (the pupil) is not at infinity, the resulting beam angle ((Jh in figure 15) is
not zero. Therefore in the window (monochromator entrance). the pencil angle Hi'
varies with the position, each side of the axis. This means enhanced aberrations, since
Or is maximum at the edges of the window, unlike what is considered in the determina
tion of analyser transmission functions in which the injection angle am. corresponding
to (Jr' is kept constant across the aperture (uniform illumination). This feature can be
corrected with the second proposition of lens system. illustrated in figure 20, as is done
in some spectrometers (see Avery (1987) for example).

OBJECT

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~I
Figure 20. Schematic representation of J second-stage lens to he coupled to a first lens
similar to that illustrated in figure It). The window \': and the pupil P: correspond to p
and w, respectively. and the pupil must coincide with the position of F1 : kept fixed. This
set-up yields an image with f1h. .s: 0, i.e. uniform illumination of the monochromator entrance.

This system involves the addition of a second zoom lens to the system previously
discussed (figure 19). Since their role is now interchanged. \\'~ and p~ correspond to p
and w, respectively, and the object of the second lens is \\'> The pupil P: must coincide
with the position of F] in the second lens I, F] ~ in figure 20) in order that the rays
defining 8h become parallel in the image plane (W;l, yielding Hh = O. The potentials of
this lens have to be chosen accordingly, i.e. so as to keep F!~ at a fixed position. But
now the first lens can be operated with an image at higher energy (involving the
potentials V.~ = V\\,::::: V;~ J. so as to reduce the -cnsitivity to the space charge.

The angle &i~ on the object side is determined hy the relative positions and sizes
of \\'~ and p-. Its final value H;, at w; can be obtained by means of the Helmholtz
Lagrange lav.. equation 14,16), where the size of the image ~x:, = \1.'; is determined by
the magnification of the second lens, i.e. \1:'.\.,. through equation (4.13 J. The entrance
aperture of the monochromator ~Sl = w; does not need to he real since it is thus
determined. But one must recall that a virtual aperture can be enlarged hy the space
charge, which wil] directly affect the energy resolution. The exit aperture ~S: can also
be either real or virtual, but its width should he .\lrll~Sj for optirn um transmission,
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where M m is the monochromator magnification (table 3). Avery (1987) uses a virtual
entrance and real exit.

In the case of a slit lens system coupled to a CI)A, the axial current loss due to the
absence of field in the: direction can be partially overcome by the use of additional
plates providing out-of-plane focusing (Kesmodel 1983).

4.3.4. Concluding remarks-double pass monochromators. It must be said that the
monochromator problem is a complex one, still to be solved within a comprehensive
model for high-resolution instruments. The current predictions of the various models
are generally tmuch higher than the actual currents for a given resolution, while some
approaches may draw contradictory conclusions. For example for the 5DA" Read et al
(1974) and Poulin and Roy (1978) concluded to the advantage of using large deflectors
(with small apertures or image sizes), while Ibach and Mills (1982) proposed a
current- resolution formula independent of all design parameters.

Generally" a satisfactory account of the available experimental data is obtained
'with a power law of ~E between 2.0 and 2.5, when ~E ranges from 5 to 100 meV.
But below, the current drops more rapidly, showing the inadequacy of the models
(unless for some reasons the experimental data become much more inaccurate in this
difficult range). It is thought that in such conditions some additional perturbating
effects take place, like the "anomalous energy spread' or Boersch effect (Kuyatt and
Simpson 1967~ Read et al 1974) or other more complex phenomena of electron-electron
interactions. The situation which prevails now in the current monochrornators, where
the electron energy is very low and the energy distribution much larger than the mean
energy of the beam, is far from what was assumed in many models. For that reason,
the approach by Froitzheim (1984) has given a better account of the current saturation
observed at the monochromator entrance and the current maximum obtained at the
exit when the cathode emission is increased.

Froitzheim (1984) concludes his article by suggesting a method for partly overcom
ing space-charge limitations: the use of a monochromator system consisting of t\VO
deflectors in tandem with a lens in between so that the two deflectors can be operated
at different pass energies. 1ndeed, more users are building their electron spectrometer
with a double-pass deflector for the monochromator, and often the same on the analyser
side t Armstrong 1966, Maeda et al 1968. Wendelken and Propst 1976, Ibach and
Lehwald 1975, Proulx et al 1982, Kesmodel 1983, Stroscio and Ho 1986.. Nishijima et
al 19~7. Jeong and Erskine 19S9).

Though somewhat empirical. this practice should. and does, give good results. The
action of the pre-monochromator is a rough filtering of the cathode beam which
eliminates its extreme components (in phase space} and lowers the space charge. The
operation of the main monochromator is then less close to the condition of space-charge
saturation and a better current-resolution compromise can be expected. The second
effect. which may he highly appreciable on the analyser side, is that this filtering makes
it more difficult for the stray electrons to reach the exit and cuts the undesirable wings
of the electron energy distribution.

Froitzheirn ( 1984) predicts that one can expect a current gain by a factor of Eor / Eom ,

where Ell p and Ell lll are the pass energies of the pre-monochromator and of the (main)
monochromator, respectively, as long as the second deflector is kept below space-charge
saturation. Unwin et al (1984) propose a factor of (Eor/ E(lm) I 2. However, Jeong and
Erskine (1989) have reported that their observations do not support such a simple law
and they suggest that a more thorough analysis may be required to understand optimal
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conditions for operating a two-stage monochromator. The properties of the double-pass
SDA have also been investigated by' Mann and Linder (1988) from the point of view
of the transmission functions, neglecting space charge and fringing fields. Indications
for the design and operation of the intermediate lens between the t\VO monochromators
can be found in the articles by Kesmodel (1983). Froitzheim (1984) and Jeong and
Erskine (1989)~ this point had been discussed earlier by Brunt et al (1977).

One of the more vivid challenges in low-energy electron impact spectroscopy has
always been the production of monoenergetic electron beams of higher and higher
energy resolution. Ten or twelve years ago, the top performance in HRI-l.LS was about
5-6 meV (Adnot and Curette 1978), Over the last decade this limit has gradually been
eroded, and energy resolutions of around 2 meV have been reached during recent years
(Thiry et al 1985). I n spite of attempts to produce monoenergetic electrons by other
approaches, such as photoemission from gases (Field et al 1984, 1990) or sol ids
(Feigerle et at 1984). which so far cannot yield competitive resolutions with universal
applicability, it seems that the rneV harrier will he reached and broken by the classical
means: electrostatic energy dispersers, So far the key elements of this slav; progression
are just optimization, cares, and skill .... But ineluctably the available current intensity
is going down as well. The experimenters in the field of electron impact spectroscopy
are still waiting and/ or looking for the breakthrough that will suddenly make accessible
the 10 oJeV range with usahle currents of 10 HI A or more.

4.-+. Fringing field shielding

The distortion of the potential distribution in the region of the apertures and near the
ends of the capacitor electrodes may perturb the operation of analysers. Many studies
have dealt with this problem for the various types of analysers (see Roy and Curette
1977).

In the case of mirror type analysers, the end effects can easily be corrected by
means of guard electrodes distributed according to the ideal potential of the specific
capacitor (expressions of V given in table 2). As for the perturbations caused by the
apertures in the lower electrode I for the passage into and out of the field l. the problem
is more delicate. Clearly these perturbations affect the electron paths and can shift the
object and image positions in the cases of remote object and image (as i~ usual in the
C\1:\ for examplei. The use of grids also involves some technical problems I fixation,
transparency. secondary emission} in addition to some lens effect on electron paths.

That problem was analysed by Frank (1976) in the (a~t' of the gridle», t \1-\ and
he showed that the fringing field acts as a diverging lens of focal length

(4.25 )

The parameters for the case of second-order focusing with H(J::= 4-2.3 c
, and d .:= .2 R 1 are

then transformed into 8(1 = 37.4 2
, K; = 0.791 and Z; = 4.48 R ,. Experimental realization

of the ('\1:\ thus modified was reported i Vasina and Frank 1979l. For ~ complete view
of the different aspects of that problem in mirror analysers, the other references quoted
in subsection 2.4.2 should be consulted.

In the case of deflector type analysers, the entrance and exit apertures are right in
the middle of the perturbations caused by the presence of the transverse (radial)
electrodes cutting the capacitor. But in this case, readily usable corrections are available.
Following the pioneer study by Herzog (1935,. 1940), Wollnik and Ewald (1965)
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generalized the so-called Herzog corrections of the fringing field in the case of deflectors.
The data for the application of these corrections are available in a practical form in
the literature (Wollnik 1967, Roy and Carette 1977, Ballu 1980).

Since the application of Herzog corrections may involve a change in the effective
deflection angle, Jost (1979) proposed correction of the fringing field by modifying
the electrodes at both ends of the deflector, thus allowing the ideal deflection angle
to be kept. The arrangement is shown in figure 21. The application requires the matching
of the aperture electrode with the extension of the deflection electrodes toward the
centre, with Co = !1R/ 3 and 1c ~ ~R/10 (parameters defined in figure 21).

Figure 21. Arrangement proposed b~ lost I 1979 ~ for the shiel ding of the fringing field at
the ends of deflector type analysers.

Other recent works have studied the fringing field effects in specific deflectors,
mainIy the C f):\ (B0 si 1980, ashimae[ aI 1983, 1985) and the SD A (Sk0IIerm0 and
Wannberg 1975, Mukai and Miyake 1986, Louette et al 1990). For the CDA, Oshima
et af (1985) showed that the first-order focusing of the device is preserved if the angle
of the deflection electrodes is set at 126.5° (irrespective of the electrode separation
.1R) with the addition of a rectangular Herzog region 0.265.1 R at each end of the
capacitor.

For the SD:\-l ~O;J, Nishigaki and Kanai (1986) optimized the Herzog correction for
a specific case of this deflector with radii R~, R1h R! of 110,99,90 (in arbitrary units).
respectively, corresponding to the condition for symmetric potentials (see table 6).
Through electron trajectory calculations. they showed that the angle 6 c, covered by
the deflection electrodes must be 174.2°, with the angle of each Herzog region of 2.90

and 180 0 between the entrance and exit planes. The image plane, in which the foci of
different energies appear. still coincides with the radial plane at 180 c

, and the electrons
are linearly distributed in this plane (as a function of the energy). which is suitable
for parallel detection by means of a position-sensitive detector.

More recently Louette et al (1990) used a similar approach. but obtained the
optimum Herzog correction by determining the angle cP(: which achieves first-order
focusing after a deflection of 180°. as in the ideal case. Figure 22 shows their results.
It gives the optimum electrode angle d)~. as a function of the relative electrode separation
~R/Ro• considering symmetric radii, i.e. R; == (R , + RJ/2. and aperture width ~S« ~R.

One can check for .1R/ R() == 0.2 that the angle proposed is in agreement with the result
of Nishigaki and Kanai (1986) and with the value obtained from the nomograph
proposed by Wollnik and Ewald (1965).
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Figure 22. Optimum electrode angle c,f\. which restores the first-order focusing after a
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An important feature which emerged from this work (and which was not sufficiently
emphasized previously) is that little deviation of the trajectories occurs in the Herzog
region and consequently the devices related to the directions of the incoming and
outgoing beams should he adapted accordingly. Precisely, this means that if the angle
of the Herzog region at both ends is ~<P (with 180c = o; + 2~dJ), the electron beam
should be injected along a direction making an angle ~dJ with respect to the normal
to the (radially oriented) entrance plane, with the symmetric situation at the exit (see
figure 22l. A slight shift outward fJR = RI I ( <ec s-b - 1) in the position of the apertures
could be taken into account.

4.5. CompIemenrary technicaI aspects

The sensitivity of electron spectrometers to a residual magnetic field can he roughly
estimated through

giving the maximum tolerable lie ld (in Gauss) as a function of the electron energy E.,
(in eV). the path length lr (in cm i, and the allowed beam deviation d (in em l. As
discussed by other authors (Roy and Carette 1977, Ibach and Mills 1982), the problem
is to determine what can he the allowed beam deviation in the low-energy region
(generally in the monochromator and/or the analyser). In a homogeneous static field,
deviations in some directions can be corrected by the deflection voltages, hut this
depends on the geometry and the orientation of the set-up. Generally speaking, we
think that in standard high-resolution instruments involving a radius for the main path
of about 30 mm and operation around 1 eV, a residual field of 10 mG should be reached.
But in the case of bigger instruments or lower pass energies aiming at very high energy
resolution, an attenuation down to 1 mG should be aimed at. The homogeneity
requirement of the field is estimated by Ibach and Mills (1982) to about 1 mG em 1
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for typical cases, which should not be difficult to achieve, provided elementary precau
tions are taken in the shielding and the choice of materials.

The shielding of magnetic fields may be achieved by means of Helmholtz coils
(Rudd 1972, Kaminishi and Nawata 1981) (which can be as big as the room for more
efficiency), or high-permeability magnetic shields (mumetal). The latter is the only
practical solution for shielding against AC fields (Avery 1987). The shield should involve
at least t\VO layers (separated by 5-10 mrn), with as few openings as possible, annealed
after fabrication in hydrogen or high vacuum at about 1050 °C, fitted inside the vacuum
chamber and enclosing the whole spectrometer (see also Freake and Thorp 1971).
Kesmodel (1983) suggests fitting a coil between the two layers for periodic demagneti
zation in situ.

Electrostatic shields around the critical regions, such as the scattering or target
regions, are necessary not only for potential uniformity but also as prevention against
stray electrons or other particles of various origins (guns, heating devices, gauges,
pumps, electron multipliers). In the design of the supports of the various electrodes,
one has to foresee screening for all insulators near the beam. Touching up can be done
in some cases by the application of a conductive graphite coating on the critical parts
of the insulators (avoiding full coverage to keep proper insulation).

For the construction of electron spectrometers, the choice of materials is an
important feature. All should be bakeable to about 200°C for efficient cleaning and
pumping, Non-magnetic metals are recommended: 310 stainless steel, molybdenum,
titanium, aluminium, copper and copper-beryllium alloy; soft materials are more
demanding on the design and the assembling to avoid deformation. For uniform surface
potentials and reduced electron reflection, it is now common to coat electrodes seen
by electrons by means of colloidal graphite in isopropanol, preferably applied in
aerosol with a dry air propulsor and followed by mild baking.

Insulation is normally achieved by means of precision glass or ruby spheres and
alumina rods; machinable glass-ceramic is the solution when special shapes are needed.
Much care must be taken in the choice of nuts, bolts and screws; they can be annealed
and the magnetism should be checked individually by means of a Hall probe or,
otherwise, the Cu- Be composition should be preferred for such hardware. Surface
cleanliness is a must in low-energy electron spectroscopy and everything has to be
cleaned properly. The cleaning procedure for various materials may be found in the
works of Rosebury (1965) and Cherepnin (1976).

The problem of elimination of 'ghost' peaks in EELS spectra due to the reflection
on the outer analyser electrode has been discussed by Ibach and Mills (1982) and
Avery (1987L Three sol utions are proposed and their combination guarantees satisfac
tory results: corrugation of the outer electrode (sawtooth' machining, Froitzheim et
al ( 1975)), introduction of a lens with strong chromatic aberration between the analyser
and the detector (or a simple repulsive suppressor, as proposed by Lahmann-Bennani
and Duguet (1980)), and the use of double-pass deflectors.

Brunt et al (1977) have commented on the addition of transverse deflector plates
inside the analyser in order to correct for field aspects and mechanical distortion, They
concI uded that the action is more that of a lens than of deflectors .. and that small
magnetic coils can achieve the desired correction. They have also discussed many other
practical features dealing with the construction of an electron spectrometer. Avery
(1987) has given detailed practical suggestions for the fabrication and mounting of
lens components with inclusion of pairs of deflectors (see also Moore et al 1983L As
did Katz et al (1982).. Avery presents a descri ption of a complete power supply system
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for a HREELS spectrometer. A detailed procedure for its operation and tuning is also
given; that is a personal approach, but it can be applicable to and enlightening for
many applications.

5. New trends in the techniques for electron spectroscopy

The aim of this section is to review some significant developments in the techniques
used in low-energy electron spectroscopy. In spite of the importance of this field in
electron spectroscopy today, the specific aspects with polarized electrons wil] not be
discussed; it is too vast a subject to be properly covered in the present work, Interested
readers are referred to the review by Kurepa (1987) and references therein.

5.1. The dispersion compensation principle

Some significant improvements have considerably increased the sensitivity of HREELS,

making possible the recording of complete surface vibrational spectra on the millisecond
scale. Thus one can probe surface kinetics in real time with time-resolved EELS (or
TREELS) (EIIis et al1985L One of these improvements is the application of the principle
of dispersion compensation. proposed by Kevan and Dubois (1984), which can bring
a gain of a factor of 100 in intensity at comparable energy resolution.

The diagrams presented in figure 23 illustrate this principle. They show the energy
and spatial distribution of electrons at four points along their path in a spectrometer,
from the source up to the final image at the detector, for the conventional H REELS

system (a) and the dispersion compensated system (b). At each point the relative
intensities may be compared for the two systems: this takes into account the losses
due to the slits and to the low reflectivity of most samples.

In short the dispersion compensation principle exploits the fact that the deflectors
used as monochromators and analysers spatially disperse the charged particles accord
ing to their energy, exactly like the action of a prism on light. giving a specific correlation
between their energy and their position. If the slits at the exit of the monochromator
and at the entrance of the analyser are eliminated, this leads to a large enhancement
of the available intensity at poor resolution. Because of the symmetric optical properties
of the monochromator and the analyser. the image at the detector is as sharp as the
source. If some electrons undergo an energy loss on the target surface, the inelastic
peak is well separated spatially at the image plane and the scanning of the analyser
pass energy yields an intense spectrum with sharp peaks. An actual gain of a factor
of 100 in intensity at 12 meV energy resolution was reported (EIJis et al 1985): the
recording of spectra as fast as 100 n1S can be achieved. More sophisticated designs
than the previous prototype are now in operation (Ellis and Morin 19R91.

5.2. Multichannel detection o] energv-resolied etents

Another significant improvement in the rapidity of detection which made possible
time-resolved measurements is the multichannel detection of I energy separated) events
through the use of a position-sensitive detector (PS()) I Ho 19X5 I. Without scanning
applied on the analyser. a broad range of an energy spectrum can be recorded in
parallel for considerable gain in sen~iti\ity or rapidity. Again this exploits the property
of energy anaiysers of the deflector type in which the electrons are linearly spread as
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Figure 23. Schematic diagrams of (a) a conventional H REELS system and (b) a spectrometer
based on the principle of dispersion compensation. The lower parts show both the energy
and spatial profiles of the electron beam at four points along: its path. The peaks labeled
E and I refer to elastically and inelastically scattered electrons. respectively. (From Ellis
et al 1985.)

a function of their energy in a plane coincident with the exit plane (this focal plane
is unsuitably tilted in the mirror analysers, as described in subsection ~.4.2). Some part
of the energy spectrum is thus always present in this plane and, instead of scanning
it across the exit aperture, in front of a single-channel detector, it may be directly
recorded through a multichannel detector of the channel electron multiplier array
(CE\I:\) type coupled to a PSD and to suitable electronics.

Figure 24 presents a schematic diagram of the typical set-up. The electrons of
different energies have their foci along the image plane where they impinge on the
CE\1.·\ plates. which are generally mounted in a cascade sequence of two (gain -10°) .
.At the output of the CE \1:\ plate. they may be accelerated to a resistive anode, to a
discrete anode system or to a phosphor screen for light conversion. In the latter case,
this intensity distribution is imaged by means of a camera lens either onto a charge
coupled device or directly into a vidicon camera. Suitable processing then converts
these data into a standard electron spectrum.

The various systems have been discussed by Hicks et al (1980) and more recently
by Richter and Ho (1986) and Leckey 119871. In these two more recent articles are
reviewed the different classes of PSD~ (discrete channels. coincidence arrays. charge
division resistive detectors. optical coupling devices) of relevance to H REELS and
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Figure 24. Schematic representation of a typical set-up for the multichannel detection of
an energy spectrum by means of a PSD. The electron distribution is amplified bv (T\1'\

plates. converted into light on J phosphor screen, and imaged on a charge-coupled device
read hy a data acquisition system.

TREELS. Such multidetector systems have had applications in various fields such as
XPS (Gelius et al 1974, 1990), gas-phase electron scattering spectroscopy (Hicks et al
1980), LTV photoelectron spectroscopy (Delwiche et aI1982), LEED (\Veeks et aI1979),
and HREELS (Franchy and Ibach 1985), for example, all involving standard deflector
energy analysers. Swenson (1985) has presented a sophisticated set-up capable of
reducing to second order the Doppler broadening inherent in the Auger spectra emitted
from fast ion beams. In this case, the device involves a double-pass 30e

P\1A with a
CEMA and a PSD along the second-order focal line for parallel detection in energy
spectrum measurements.

Typically the multidetection approach provides a gain in efficiency of about a factor
of 100 compared with conventional single-channel detection. Care must be taken to
shield against the distortion of the field in the exit area and to calibrate for the
non-uniformity of the detection efficiency (Hicks et al 1980. Delwiche et al 1982,
Franchy 1986, Hadjarab and Erskine 1985, Jeong and Erskine 1989).

5.3. Multichannel detection of angle-resolved eients

Multichannel detection applied to energy-resolved events has its counterpart for angle
resolved spectroscopy. It is well known that the measurement of angular distributions
of energy-separated electrons gives very useful information in the study of surfaces or
gas-phase atoms or molecules. However, these experiments are time consuming and
the advantage of simultaneous angle-resolved measurements is obvious for reducing
the data collection time. New electron spectrometers and modifications of known
geometry have been developed for this purpose during the last decade.

After a few pioneer attempts (Harting 1971) to resolve the angular distribution
without displacement of the energy analyser. simultaneous detection over a wide
angular range by means of a PS[) really started around 1980. Van Hoof and Van der
Wiel (1980) developed a 27i'" azim uthal angle ( \1..\ for angle-resolved L'\' photoernission
spectroscopy (ARLPsl of solid surfaces. At the exit of the analyser, the electrons are
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focused on a ring according to their azimuth, by means of a special lens. The detection
then proceeds via a double CEMA and a PSD made of 39 separate anodes. The azimuth
of each electron is determined by the ratio of two charge pulses arriving at the ends
of a capacitor chain coupling the anodes. Auger and LLED studies are also possible
with this instrument.

A sophisticated ellipsoidal mirror analyser has been proposed by Eastman et al
(1980) for the direct display of the electron angular distribution within a cone of --85°.
Figure 25 presents the schema of the version built by Rieger et al (1983 J, following
the same design. It features, in series, a first spherical grid pre-retarding stage (G), G:),
an ellipsoidal low-pass filter (by reflection), a variable aperture, and a four-grid
spherical high-pass filter (G.... Gs , Gh , by retardation), The detection is achieved through
double CEMA plates with imaging on a phosphor screen. Angular resolution of 1.5-2°
can be achieved, but the energy resolution is limited to about 0.2 eV, The main
application is ARUPS, but the device can be used for Auger and LLED studies.

ellipsoidal
mirror

;cPhOSPhor screen
/ rCEMA plates

lin variable adjustable
aperture

t

e- for AES

Mv

Figure 25. Schematic representation of the ellipsoidal mirror ;m;!l: -er. in the version built
by Rieger et al ~ 1983 i. it operates with multi-stage rilters arid di~rlJ:" In electron spatial
distribution within a cone of ....... 8:'~ (see text for detail- I,

A significant breakthrough in this field occurred when Engelhardt and co-workers
(1981a, b) designed and built a new toroidal prism analyser which, combined with a
special conical lens, can be used to measure the polar angular distribution of charged
particles originating in a sample spot, in a multichannel mode. Basically the same
design was proposed at about the same time by another group (Leckey and Riley 1985)
who later published an extensive study of the properties and the design criteria for
this novel toroidal geometry (Toffoletto et al 1985) (see also the review hy Leckey
( 1987)).

As shown in subsection 2.4.1, toroidal geometries are usually defined hy means of
a parameter corresponding to the ratio of the radius of curvature R" or the main
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equipotential surface in the radial plane to that in the axial plane R;) (figure 2). As
shown in figure 26.. in this case the radius R;) is not constant. given the symmetry
around the central axis: and then the parameter varies along the main trajectory .. from
oat d> =0° to Ro/ (R n+ 2 I .~ r:)) at d) = 135°, where r', is the distance between the central
axis and the centre of the radial curvature. The conical lens focuses the electrons onto
a ring, on the detector disc where the 8 angular distribution is preserved. The detection
proceeds via dual CE\lA plates and a resistive PSI). The prototype of Engelhardt et al
(1981a. b) is reported to achieve a relative energy resol ution ~ E / Ell of 0.01 and an
angular resolution of ---2.5°. It was designed for ARt :ps. but it was presented as suitable
for LEED. AES and ion scattering spectroscopy (ISS) as well. The version of Leckey et

al (1985. 1990) achieves 30 meV energy resolution and 1:) angular resolution in :\RL'PS

measurements.
In the same vein. Hellings et a1 (19~5) proposed an axially symmetric tandem

toroidal analyser for ISS. capable of simultaneous energy- and angle-resolved measure
ments. The second toroidal stage drives the energy-dispersed particles to a two
dimensional PSD system where the radial coordi nates correspond to their energy

@

OUTER TOROI D

INNER TOROID

TOROIDAL ELECTRODE

Figure 26. The multid1~111:11..'1 tllrtlid;J! .ln~t1~ .... cr. Pu r: i .: I ....ihl\\ .....1[1 l .... o mctr« projection l)f

the toroidal ",e~:tor.•l\.:~:nrdl:l~ ttl till' .... tud , h~ r (lth)ktt\) t'r u! I ll/:'~ I, llcct ron-, emitted

rudi a ll, from the ccrn r.rl uxi-, .irc ~.'nl"fg.~-~In,d~",l"(j .md fO,:U"'l'd tl) ~l flnt: o n the ""ll ..vith

their ~mgular di-tribut ion Part I h; .... hll\" '" ~l .... l·l·tltln lit' :hl' lk"l~n built h~ l'nt-L'lh~lrdt ct a!

l ]\)X1J. hi. The ~1f1.tl:"l:r h r()t~j[iol1.1l1~ ",:mr11l'trl( .iroum: the (L'l1tr.11 .I\j" .\8.
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distribution, while preserving the angular information. A sophisticated PSI) made of
variable-width resistive concentric rings (Knibbeler et a/1987) allows the determination
of the polar coordinates with an accuracy of about 1%. The device is said to be suitable
for electron spectroscopies too. Th, same group published an extensive analysis of
the properties of the toroidal deflectors (Hellings et a/ 1989).

For application to angle-resolved gas-phase studies, fewer instruments have been
proposed. Brewer et a/ (1980a, b) designed and built a new type of mirror, the coaxial
cone analyser, covering angles from 0° to ± 130° in electron scattering measurements.
Gibson and Reid (19X4) proposed a 30° PMA in its fountain version, covering 0° to
120°, for distributions of electrons emitted under ion collisions. Both can offer multi
detection over a large angular range, but they were used with only one or a small
number of discrete detectors.

A spectrometer designed for the parallel measurements of angular distributions in
gas-phase electron scattering experiments (Tremblay et a/ 1989, Roy et a/ 1990) is
presented in figure 27. It is called MAPDESS for multi-angle parallel-detection electron
scattering spectrometer. The same design is suitable for angle-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy and could be adapted for applications of some electron spectroscopies
to surface analysis. The electron beam originates from a filament and a standard 1270

CDA used as a monochromator; it is carried to the collision centre at the desired energy
by three successive cylindrical electron lenses. The electrons scattered off the gaseous
target are filtered by a 19-aperture angle selector (from 18° to 162°) and ejected into
the energy analyser by means of an annular zoom lens.

The energy analyser in the MAPDESS is a truncated spherical mirror (see subsection
2.4.2.3 and figure 3) symmetric about the scattering centre. It is based on the generali
zation of the SMA with the object above the 0-1 axis shown in figure 3 and the exit

Figure 27. Schematic view of the M API>FSS. Starting from the symmetry axis, the right-hand
part is in the plane of the incoming electron beam. The left-hand part is symmetrical about
the axis and represents one of the 19 scattering planes. The various parts shown are the
electron gun (EG), the monochromator (M), the monochromator exit slit (MO), the three
electron lenses (L

1
, L2 • L 1 ) , the electron collimator (LCA), the collision centre (C), the

annular lens (AL). the analyser input aperture (An, the analyser output aperture (AD),
one of the 19 channel electron multipliers (CEM) and the gas inlet (GI). (From Tremblay

et al 1989.)
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aperture at the point F accordingly shifted at a larger angle (Tremblay and Roy 1984).
A spherical mirror true to the original design proposed by Sar- EI (1966) was developed
only recently by Daimon (1988) for application to surface studies. But, as mentioned
in subsection 2.4.2.3.. this mirror has the disadvantage of having a first-order energy
focus at the image position; the energy dispersion is present only through a crossed
energy-angle term and therefore the energy resolution depends on the emission angle
(Tremblay and Roy 1984). Though a good imaging device for LEED studies, such
properties make it a poor analyser for spectroscopic applications. This weakness in
Daimon's device was afterward improved by the addition of an interceptor electrode
("obstacle ring') on the outer sphere and retarding grids before the detector (CEMA

and phosphorous screen) (Daimon and Ino 1990), A spherical mirror has also been
previously used as a deflector in tandem with Cl\'1As in a special arrangement for the
study of electron spectra from ion-atom collisions (Kover et al 1983).

As shown in figure 27.. the \1APDESS analyser is symmetric about the scattering
centre. Its ring-shaped exit is coupled to 19 channel electron multipliers (CEMS), thereby
allowing parallel multichannel detection. This spectrometer thus directly gives the
angular distribution of an energy-resolved scattering event occurring in a plane, from
a scattering angle of 18° to 162c

, by 8° slices. The angular resolution has been shown
to be ±3°., while an overall energy resolution of 25 meV was obtained in electron energy
loss measurements at an analyser pass energy of 7 eV. A new monochromator intended
to improve this energy resolution is under construction. The CEMs are coupled with
19 independent A,MPTEK 101 amplifier-discriminators and the data acquisition is
performed by means of a home-made interface board which involves twenty 32-bit
counters, eight 12-bit DAC and £\\'0 12-bit ADC. All is controlled by a Macintosh 512-K
computer. The software used for the control, display and basic mathematical data
processing is home-made, exploiting the highly interactive Macintosh philosophy.

The use of multiple discrete CE\b can be an expensive approach to the multidetection
problem, but it has the advantage of faster signal processing since the high gain and
rapidity of the CE\1 can thus be fully exploited. This gain can be as high as io" and
count rates up to lOe) counts/s can be processed in parallel. No dead time occurs as
in the case of a resistive anode PSI) where each pulse must be processed sequentially,
which typically limits the maximum count rate to the range 104_1

O~ counts/ s.

6. Conclusion

This review has covered what we believe to be the most important aspects involved in
the design of electron spectrometers. Although the design and construction of these
spectrometers is a matter of science and technology, their use and their adjustment
are still an art, demanding skill, intuition and patience. Fundamentally, however.. the
attainment of peak performance with todays sophisticated instruments has to be laid
on basic principles within the framework of the laws of electron optics. The guidelines
presented in this work are intended to be helpful in that respect.
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